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INTRODUCTION

The IST Program

The IST Program (Individualized Study by Telecommunications)

was designed to bring secondary edlication to small isolated rural

school districts in Alaska. The development and pilot-testing of

the model,'courseware, and procedures constitutes a multi-year

effort of the Alaska Department of Education's (DOE) Educational

Telecommunications for Alaska Project. During the.1979-80 school

year, two courses,.Alaska History and English, developed by the

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) in Portland,

Oregon were pilot-tested in seven rural sites. Two more courses

were added in the 1980 81 academic year, General Math and DeveloP-

mental Reading. The four courses were further pilot-tested in 29

sites during FY81. The present evaluation report focuses on the

results from the 25 sites which provided sufficient data for the
,

evaluation.

The IST Program waá particularly necessary because the rural

schools of the state are often so small and isolated that proViding

complete resources and teaching staff for so few children was im-

practical. For example, a school with only 60 to 70 students in

a K-12 program, might only have 12 to 15 students at the secondary

level. To offer secondary programs for these students in the tra-
,

ditional way would require teachers for science subjects mathema-

tics, English, social studies, etc.; To reduce the cost, and at

the same time providelquality seccindary level educational programs,

the 1ST courses were designed to use a variety of instructional

components and educational media and technology. These components

include CMI/CAI (Computer-Managed Instruction/Computer-Assisted



Instruction), audio cassette tapes, workbooks supplementary mate-

rials texts, and planned student'projects.

At least"one teacher at each participating school was desig-

nated trio IST SWervising teacher, 'and was trained in use of the

Apple II computer and the codrse materials by DOE. It was not

required that these teachers have certification in the four course

areas being pilot-tested or prior experience with computers cp.)

other forms of educational technology.

The Evaluation Design

The evaluation of.IST was seen as involving äcpmplex pattern

of interlocking relationships between courseware, cultural values,
k

social and environmental contexts, local facilities, community

perspectives, students' characteristics, teachers' attitudes and

so on. Further, the mission of the evaluation was considered to

be more than tO simply determine whegher IST "worked", but also to

provide explanations for the degree of effectiveness achieved by

the program, and recommendations for changing or improving the ap-

proach, and/or the materials, Yor this reason, the evaluation,

design was based on a causal attribution theory approach (Weiner,

1972) with considerable attention to school and cultural influ-

ences (i,e., Kleinfeld, 1974).

The Theoretical Approach

In recent years a number of researchers have bden investi-

gating the role of cognition, particularly causal attributions

as a variable influencing achievement motivation (Har-Tal, 1978).

Attribution theory (Weiner, 1972) based on the ideas of Heider,

(1958) and research involving Rotter's concept of locus of control

assumes that ability, effort, task difficulty, and luck are main



causal factorS Used in explaining success and failure. Each-of

theSe factors can be classified along the dimensions of locus

of control and stability.

It had been generally assumed that an individual's beliefs

about the causes of his or her success or failure mediate between

the perception of an achievement task and one's performance. For

example, if a person ascribes success on an achievement task to

his or her ability (an internal-stable cause) an increased 'sense

of pride (affective reaction) and expectations for future success

(colnitivereaction)is produced. Indeed, Weiner et. al. (1971)

postulated that future expectations for success were largely a

function of internally determined factors, particularly effort.

Covington And Omelich (1979) have argued that ability attributions

are the most important determinant for the expectations of achieve-

ment.

While causal ascriptions seem to be reducible to a small num-

ber of dimensions, researchers have found a-large number of per-

ceived causes of achievement events (Cooper & Burger, 1978; Rosen-

baum, 1972; Weiner, 1979). Preparation, the teacher, the instruc-

tional materials, interests, home situZtion the type*of test being

used, and one's ability are among the causes of achievement identi-

fied by previous research. The present evaluation, therefore

attempted to investigate as many influences as possible which may

operate on the student in IST classrooms that might affect achieve-

merit.

t
This model can be viewed as accounting for achievement motivation,

and also showing how the combination of students' feelings towards

themselves, and their teachers' feelings toWards them can influence

(3)-
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,achievement. For example, Kleinfeld's (1974) "sentitentalist

teacher" makes no demands-on a failing student and such sympathy

could exacerbate feelings of incompetence (Weiner, 1980). Another

example might be the "tAditionalist teacher" (Kleinfeld, 1974),

who is'likely to respond with anger and withhold assistance from

low-effort students. Such an insensitive and impersonal orienta-
.

tion could encourage lack of effort in these students and exacer-

bate their feelings of guilt about their low achievement level

(Weiner', 1980) .

These examples may help to illustrate the antecedents of poor

motivational patterns in students'who attend rural village schools4'

-in Alaska. While not all such schools are taught by teaChers who

conform to Kleinfeld's typology or use inappropriate teaching

techniques, lack of resources or skill in necessary secondary.

school subjects can contribute to lowereqmotivation of students

and reduction in expos,wre to subject matter. An individualized

instructional model like IST could reduce any negative effects of

conflicts between teaching style and students' achievement attri-

butions. Further, because IST is self-pacing and student-directed

it could result in a greater sense of effectiveness mastery, and

competence.

The Basis for the Evaluation

The evaluation was designed to determine how the student,

teacher,- courses, and setting combine to influence student perfor-

mance. In addition, there were concerns about the costs of the

IST program as it was implemented in the FY81 pilot study. Three

general questions had been identified by DOE for the evaluation:



1. What'can be done to assist in the successful implemen-

tation of IST?

2. What can be done to improve IST for next year?

3. Generally, how successful is the IST prograni, and what

level of state support for this program is desirable

for next year?

On the basis of these questions and the theoretical approach

described in the last section, 27 specific questions were devel-

oped for the evaluation to address. Each question was considered

in several ways 'by identifying potential information sources. The

potential sources for information to be used to answer the evalua-

tion q estionS is shown in Figure I. Notice that most questiOns

had seve 1 poteritial sources in order to develop more complete

perspectiv s.
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Specific Questions for IST Evaluation

The IST evaluation is basically designed to answer three

questions. These are:

1. What can be done to assist in the successful implemen-

tation of IST?

. What can be done to improve IST for the next year?

3. Generally, how successful-is the IST program, arid what

revel of state support for this program is desirable for

next year?

In this context, queitions have been devised for the IST evalua-

tion which cover five broad areas: the student, the teacher, the

settings, the courses, and the costs. The specific questions for

the evaluation are identified below under these five broad cate-

gories.

I. The Student

1. What are the students entry levels and skills?

2. What characteristics of the student population contribute

-most and least to performance on IST?

3. What are the htudents' attitudes towards school and self?'

4. Who are the students who take 1ST courses (in terms of

demographic variables)?

5. What is the relationship between attendance rates and IST

performance?

6. Is there a typical pattern of performance through the IST

lessons?

II. The Teacher

1. What are the teachers' attitudes toward IST?

(6)
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2. Is the pre-service training and other instruction avail-

able for teachers enough for supervising teachers at the

sites to operationalize-the IST, and is additional super-

vision required?

3. How much supervision must supervising teachers provide

tO 'students?

A
4. What are the characteristics of the supervising teachers

and which of these contributes most to their success?

III. The Setting

1. What are the characteristics of the 1ST sites?

2. What kind of space and how mubh space does IST require in

a school?

3. What is the typical teacher-student ratio for IST and con-

ventional courses?

4. Which siteA do better on each component of IST programs

and why?

IV. The Courses

1. What are the most effective and least effective components

and courses in IST?

2. Do'the domponents and units in IST c6urses mesh well into

integrated courses? -44

3. Are reading levels of the' IST materials appropriate?

4. Are cognitive levels of IST materials and tests appropriate

for the target population?

5. How is progress in IST reported, and credited in the stu-

dents' records?

6. Are media options being used effectively and appropriately,

and can media use be expanded?

(7)



What is the"ifistructional design for IST?

can performance on computer exercises be predicted from

*
available. data?

9. What revisions in CAI are necessary?

10. Are the diagnostics prior to the course effective?.

V. The Costs

1. What are the per-student costs of IST and its components?

2. How does the per-student costs of IST 'compare to conven-

A

tional courses?

3. What'are the costs for training teachers?

of'
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Final Report

The present report constitutes the summaiy of findings re-

garding the evaluation Of the FY81 pilot study of 1ST. The report

is organized as follows. First, four illustrative settings for

the courses are described to better set a context for the results.

These four illustrations constitute the site visit xeports written

by two members of the evaluation team.after they had visited the

four 1ST sites in March and April, 1981. The next section sum-
,

marizes the findings pertaining to each evaluation question, .and

provides :specific recommendations. The last section summarizes

the overall tindings and makes more general recommendations.



SITE ViSITS

In order to be better able to understand the context of IST

and its effectiveness in the schools two members of the evalua-

tion team visited four 1ST sites during the months of March and

April, 1981. The sites were selected by the Director of IST,

Alaska Department of Education. They were chosen On the basis of

region and size and included a northern, two southcentral, and

a southeastern site. They ranged in size from about 20 to nearly

200 registered students.

Each evaluator visited two'sites, and remained at each site

two or three days. They spoke with the teachers, students, and

members of the community, and observed the school and community.

In preparation for this, they spent several sessions with a cul-

tural anthropologist who had spent years sudying rural Alaska-.

They were advised on interview and observation techniques in ru-

ral Alaskan settings, and on Alaskan native culture and values.

When the two evaluators completed their travels, they wrote

summaries of their findings. These summaries were then reviewed

by two educational psychologists and an anthropologist for com-

pleteness and the insights provided. Questions were raised and

revisions of the reports were developed. The revised site visit
t.

rePorts are 'reproduced entirely in the following sections.

The authors wish to thank Ed Obie, AlaSka Department of Edu-

, A.%

cation, for his assistance in arranging the visits, and the people

at the local sites for their helpfulness and cooperation.

David Cohen Frank X. Gohs



SITE I CASE STUDY

Sources of Information and Dates of Observations

Site I was visited on March 29 through April 1 1981. School
4.

observations and interviews with students took place during the

time hool was in sessiOn. The IST program was continuously ob-

serv d in operation for two and one-half days. 'The only known

alteration of the typical.classroom routine during this time was

that a standardized testing program was taking place.

Informal interviews witil teachers,were_held during the after-
.

noons and evenings of th,e visit. Additional interviews Oere held

with the Regional Assistant Superintendent of Schools arid a local

resident who is also a member of the Regional School Board.

Setting

Site I is in the Bristol Bay Region. Approximately 200 resi-

dents live on the north and south shore of the narrow.end of a

lake and one island. It is a relatively isolated community, con-

nected to a Firát Class City by a 25-mile, state maintained, un-

paved road. There is also a small gravel covered private airstrip.

The road is not passable during heavy snow buildup and both the

road and airstrip are not used during breakup. In the winter and

summer, air traffic can land on the lake and, although not a common

means.ct transportation, this site can be reached by boat traveling

on a major river. Sdnce residents live around the lake, the com-

munity is linked by boats or skiffs in the.summer, and in winter

by boats, and by snowmobiles that have to traverse the shore line.

Site I is a place of cjeat natural beauty. The lake is part

of a chain of interconnected 'glacial lakes. It is surrounded by

mountains and substantial snow cover or wet tundra in the winter,



scrub and grassland in the summer.

Site I is undergoing a transition from a traditional sub-

sistence to a cash economy. During the summer salmon run, most

residents.leave the community to live close to the Bristol Bay

fishing areas. They return in late August when they engagp in

typical subsistence activities such as hunting; trapping, and

ice fishing. Although a few residents are elployed in the nearby

city, most of the men remain home during the winter months. There-

fore, families are intact anii the men are home. Residents fre-. .

qiiently engage in tradition r'activities, but occasionally make

purchases of goody and technology using the income their fishing

provides.

Although the origins of the-community are uncertain, Site I

was resettled in 1930 by a non-native family:41y. 1936, several

Eskimo families had moved to the village. Today'tl*great major-
.

iiy of residents are Yupik Eskimos. These residentseare located

in three major areas around the lake. Two oi these areas have

the following: on the north shore, an elementary.scilool, City
-

Hall and the Health Clinic; on the south shore, a Eiost office,

elementary and junior high school, and parking area.

The School and the Students

The north shore school had 11 students in 1980-1981 attending

grades kindergarten through sixth. The south shore school had 19

students attending grades kindergarten through ninth. Theschools

are in two separate locations because of the danger connected with

the transportation of young children across or around the'lake,

particularly during the winter months.

The south shore school consists of two buildings. One building



has a teacher residence and the elementary school. The other

contains another teacher residence and two separate areas with

the junior high classroom in one, and the kindergarten and cafe-

teria.in the other.

This report focuses on the junior high program in the south

shore school. There were seven students in the program; fourwere

eighth graders and three were ninth graders. Upon graduation from

ninth grade, all students leave the village to attend a high school

boarding program. At the time of the visit, 12 students from the

village were attending high schools throughout Alaska.

All 1ST students were observed using all components. There

was one fifth-grade student in the Developmental Reading course.

All four eighth-grade students were in the English course. The

three ninth graders were in the General Math, English, and Alaska

History courses. Generally these courses were taken during spe-

cific periods, however, because of the testing schedule this was

modified somewhat.

The Role of 1ST in the School

1ST serves three major functions in this school. First, it

permits individualization of instruction. Second, .ind related to

the first function, 1ST permits the teacher to engage in other

student-related activities. Finally, 1ST is used as a supplemen-

tary program in the case of one younger student. 1ST is wellunder-

stood and supported by the teacher, well-liked by the students,

and has been favorably received by the community.'

Supervising TeaClier

All programs at the south shore school were managed by two

teachers (a married couple). The male teacher, who was the prin-



'cipal, taught all students in the elementary school; his wife,

who was the IST supervising teacher, taught junior high school.

Additional teacher support included an itinerant special educa-

tion teacher and two village women who served as aides. One

aide managed the kindergarten program and the other conducted

classes in Yupik language and culture.

The supervising teacher has been a teacher for eight years.

She has been teachingat Site I for two years, her firsi assignment.

in Alaska. She has earned a Bachelor's degree in Elementary Educa-

tion and a Master's degree, also in Elementary Education with spe-

cialization in Reading. She has had prior training in the use of

educational technology and participated in last year's IST Pilot

Testing Project. This supervising teacher therefore has skills

involving'classroom use of the computer and is knowledgeable about

IST,

Scheduling and Location .of IST Courses

Although the division between this couple's teaching respon-

sibilities was fixed, there was a considerable flexibility in sup-

portive and supervisory functions between the two teachers. Never-

theless, the,supervising teacher taught and managed all courses

and programs in the junior high school. The school day was divided

into eight periods:

Period Course

1

2

3

4

5

6

General Science

Math

English

Lunch

Yupik

Historli



Period

7

Course

(8th grade) Reading

(9th grade) Vocational Educa-

tion (M.W.F.)

Music or Art (Tue.Th.)

Physical Education (M.W.F.)

Health Safety (Tue.Th.)

The school day began with students arriving by boat, snow-

mobile, walking and even, 4n/hen there was little snow cover, riding

bicycleg:" There was an alertness, comraderie, and haPpiness visi-

ble in the students that was pervasive and continued throughout

all activities from the informal beginning ,of school until the end.

This quality was very evident in the two social groupings divided

by gender. The boys were very verbal, outspoken and competitive.

The girls were more private and communicated-JW whispering, fre-

quently _giggling. There was a pervasive aura of happiness that

pervaded activities so that classroom motivation, attention, and

activity were high.

The supervising teacher contributed to this mood by seemingly

being aware of what was occurring at all times and being very or-

ganized and firm. Typical classroom activities involved small

group instruction with the remainder of the students engaged in

individualized programs. Alwayi speaking authoritatively, yet

softly, it was not uncommon for the supervising teacher to issue

directions or help to students working individually. As a result,

the class was active, structured and yet, informal.

1ST Location in the Classroom

The classroom was of average size and even though occupied by

no more than eight or nine people it "felt crowded. This was

because of the large amount of materials stored in the room. Within



this space there were five areas characterized by the activity

that took place. In one corner of the room was the teacher's

desk. The desk was not used as a place from which to teach,but

was used-by the supervising teacher for paper work. In the cen,

ter of the room were desks in rows. Typically, most individu-

alized work was done there. In the back of the room were a

blackboard and work tables where group instruction took place. ,

File cabinets and the teacher's Ask provided a natural boundary

for the computer and IST materials. Materials were not easily

. accessible and not well-organized but, when needed, the students

and the teacher had no difficuly obtaining what they required.

Adjacent to this location, in an open area, were the cas-

sette recorders and.control panel on top of a work table. These

were used for listenipq to IST audio tapes and, during class bieaks,

rock music. There were two cassette machines in use which werein

. poor condition. The cassettes did nOt lead or unload well. To

unload a cassette; the machine had to be.held upside down. Fre-

quent adjustments and changing of machines were common and-students

changed machines and switches by trial and error until they could

hear the tape. A Regional School Administrator indicated to this

observer that it was found to be more economical to use cassette

machines of lower cost and then replace them when they no longer

worked. ExpenSive machines apparently do not last much longer -

than the less-expensive 'ones. This became evident while observing

the'students operating the cassette machines; Students banged and

dropped the units, and in general did not handle them with cane.

The last area was a play area. Games and other stored equip-

ment were brought out during recess and break time. Th8 transition

(17)



from work to play was informal and smooth, as were all inter-
.

activity changes.

Computer Component

The core of the IST course is the computer. At Site I Mil-
.

liken Math, MECC, and computer games softwase were used in addi-

tion to IST. The students even referred to IST as the Computer

Program". It was evident that the hardwarelhand software were

well-maintained by the supervising teacher and the students were

proficient in using the equipment. The students also enjoyed the

activity. This was apparent in observing them and by their re-

sponses during informal interviews.

All students were observed using the computes. On the aver-

age, it was used for approximately 10 minutes every other day,

by each student. Unit tests averaged about 15 minutes, and semes-

ter tests about 20 minutes. Students used materials as intended,

and following the instruction sheets performed the computer Activ-

ities when appropriate. Although the Second Site Visit Narrative

referred to thestudents writing their names on the blackboard to

take turns at the computer,_this was not observed. The supervising

teaches also indicated students signed up for their turn. However,

the same informality evident in all class activities characterized

use of the computer. Usually the supervising teacher was engaged

in small group ingtruction when IST students were working indepen-

dently. Monitoring assistance, or direction was provided as well

as could be when needed.

on a.history lesson, if a

supervising teacher would

For example, while working with a group

student had a problem with a disk the
-

give directions to the student or walk

over to assist and then return to the group.



Ordinarily only one student at a time was ready to use the

computer. However, the manner that the computer was used should

be viewed in the context of the social group. As previously

noted, boys and girls were in cliques defined by gender. All

ninth graders were boys, and three of the eighth graders were

girls. The boys were,more verbal and competitive; the girls were

quieter. The boys typically related to the computer activities

in a competitive way. They were.competitive with each other and

continually strived to improve their performance. For example,
0

scores earned were publicly announcedand Comparisons between boys

were made. 'Self-satisfaction or dissatisfaction with performance

was publicly expressed. Therefore, in the same way that this

close group of boys play and hunt together, their competitiveness

.40

was transferred to.their performance of .computer. activities.

The same interpretation cannot be applied to the girls' per-
,

formance. They worked'more privately and communicated mon-ver-

bally or in whispers to each other. They also seemed to need to

be close to each other and in some form of contact. Separation

from the group, by'working at thencamputer out of eyesight from

the others, could have had the opposite motivational effect it

had on the boys: This could pot be determined by the interviewer

as the girls were retident and not as verbal as the bOys. When'

this observer spoke to then, they'tended_po-blush, look down or

turn to a comt5anion and,smile or giggle.

The supervising teacher's role in,managing.coMputer use was

more prominent when programming or technical problems arose. Tor
.

example, when one student was ready to take the Developmental

Reading Section I test the computer wouldn't accept the floppy

3



disk and Wouldn't terminate. On two other occasions students

could not progress beyond the General Math Unit test. Although

students and teacher'accepted these problems in stride modifi-

cation pf instruction was xequired and the teacher had to tempor-

arily abandon group instruction in order to assist'. On such

occasions, the teacher had to modify or create new student disks

after the school day ended.

Audio ComOonent

The effectiveness andmotivational capability of the audio

tapes were difficult to ascertain because in the Alaska History

and English courses obserVed mos't- frequently the audio tapes are

not interactive. Students seemed to use this component when re-
\

quired by directions. As mentioned earlier,.tapes were not stored

systematically, consequently students had to search for the appro-

priate cassettes.
A

When using 1ST tapes, students were observed drawing and com-

municating with each other rather than atbihnding to the tapes.

When j!laterviewed, most sttdents had mixed reactions to the tapes.

Several complained about the tapes in General Math being tooboring

and too long - observations seemed' to confirm this: At all times,

'the students either were clearly uninvolved or appeared to be pas-
,

sively listening.

Written Component

Printed materials appeared to be used 4s intended. Supple-

mentaky materials were accessible and were used in accordance with

instructioA. Movement through course'components was both self- ,

dixected and also monitored by the supervising teacher. Students

determined their progress and which activitsy to do based on their



Instruction,Sitiggts. In additibn to monitoring progress by

checking Instruction Sheets, the 'supervieing teacher collected,

graded, and reviewed Listening Guides, Works eets, Textbook

assignments and Projects. Consequently, prog ess and perfor-
.*

mance were self-determined and reviewed by:the teacher. Students
4'

were therefore continually receiving feedback oi performance from

graded written work and scores on computer acti

While the Instruction Sheets seived their i tended purpose,0

which was to guide students through a predeterminrd sequence of

activities, there were packaging problemS. Folders and Instruc-
.

tion Sheetszwera destroyed and pages from the Teacher's Guide torn

out. Many of the materialsoere still in boxes and students ac-

cessed materials from

'of Printed Materials

Course Conten1-

4

theM. As a tsult,.,". the packaging and'stOrage.

and Audio Tapes were viewed as problematic.

Interviews.with students and teachers did provide usffuiinfor-
.

mation about differences between courses and course components.

The General Math course was not well-liked by some students. One_

reason had to do with the pretests. To follOw the design, if per-
*

formance is not adequate on the pretest then one is required to

follow a specific sequence of activities. What appeared to be

happening was that students who had the requisite skills were, not

reading problems carefully enough and proofing answers, resulting

in low pretest performance. They then became.bored doing activ-

ities for which they already had the required skills. If this is

a'wide-spread problem it suggests the need for development.of more

valid diagnostics or the need to modify sequencing in accordance

with the teaCher's assessment of student cognitive skills.



Another problem with the General Math pretests is that :they

affect the sequencing of activities. For example, in the other

IST courses, if the computer is being used,-students typically-

go on to the /wit activity and go back to the computer activity

when the computer is available. Because the pretest in the Gen-

eral Matb course determines.whether a student should.or should

not-do a lesdon, if the computer.isloccApied the itudent muitwait.

The General Math courie Was beirig died in conjunction,with
4

the Milliken Math courseware. This was done because the super-
-

_

vising teacher thought they mesh well and the students.required

drill in fractions', which the IST course lacked: As noted earlier,

the Audio Componentwas peiceived as boring and requiring too much

time. Consequentlythe General Math course was viewed as most

problematic because of undependability of the pretests, the Audio

Component, and its omission of needed skill'iequences.

The Alaska History course was viewed as the best. The stu-
d

dentp seemed to find it interesting and the teacher liked its

uniquenesd. English was also liked. From the teac4er's point of

view, English provided flexibility and continuity because of the

supplementary reading materials, and permitted students to remain

on tasks longer. In other courses it often appeared that students

would be spending relatively short periods.of time-on each activity

as they followed the required.sequence.. In Englidhu however lOnger

time periods with extended periods of concentration devoted to one

task were observed, confirming the supervising_ teacher'i judgement.

Although it wai not clear hbw effective the Audio Component

was as an advafice organizer and Motivator, the boys indicated they

liked the English Audio Tapes involving games the best. Generally,
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they did not like the tage format consistent with classroom ob-
.,

servation.
'*A

Th#re-waS only one student taking the DevelOpMental Reading
_

course. She was a fifth-grade student. Since she was younger

than the others, she remained socially isolated and worked alone.

In spite of her age, she was quite adept in use of the computer

and at self-direction. The supervising teacher viewed the course

ai not ippropriate for a ninth-grade clasp because it is based on

a seventh-grade reading text. ConsequentlY, credit could not be
4

given the eighth and ninth-grade students. Also, her 'expectation

was that it would be .a developmental reading_course. She thought

the course content did not contain skills her students needed.to

learn. It is interesting to note that the teaching of reading is

viewed by the supervising teacher as one of her strong points.

She feels she is capable of providing reading activities as re-

quired. At some other site the situation might be difierent.

It is interesting to note that the boys preferred the tape

format of the Ken Cook Learning Station. 'This tape provides-small

bits of information and direction in conjunction with visualillus-

trations which the students interactwith by performing manually

on a real engine with tools. While a tape format Es used forboth

types of ,courses, these are used in different ways. In one case,

the student remain% passive and is required to.listen for rela-

tivky long periods ,of time;.in the other, they are required to'

be active and work cooperatively.

Summary

In considering. IST courses in the context of this community,

one needs to be cognizant ofthe culture and community values.

=--



Although divided by gender and age, these student, when not in

the individualized instruction setting, socialize and work in

groups. Outside of school they also soc alize and work in groups.

The boys for example, hunt, fish, trap, iide snowmobiles and ski

together. They also repair and work on equipment. They appeared

adept at .using the course hardware but working in isolationseemed

to be uhnatural for them. On the other hand, when working in groups

they were not productive unless supervised and directed.

Assuming that the students in this site would have workedmore

naturally in group t. suggests the need .to develop more interaCtive

and social-components into IST for this population. This would'

probably necessitate more than one teacher being present in the

classroom. While the present teacher/student ratio does not appear

to be a burden to the teacher, this is so in parte because IsT

permit the teacher to be engaged in other instructional respon-
-

sibilities while students work individually. The major amount of

time required of the teacher occurs outside of classroom hours in

programmihg,oreading, and providing feedback on the written mate-

rials.

Other considerations are the role of the school in the com-

munity, the capacity of the school to educate all school-aged

childreh, and the role of individualization. C1ear4y, educational

costs are high considering three full-time teacheis,, part-time

aides and itinerant help. In fact, the total.school population is.

42 students' divided between two schools With 12 more students.at-

tending high school away from the village. .With so few students

there is a strong incentive tc) deVelop programs which are econo-

mical and still meet the educational needs of the community.



A member of the Southwest Region School Board representing

Site I discussed the need for more community involvement and par-

ticipation in.the school and in the selection of curricula used.

He stated that IST was a usetial and important addition to the

existing curriculum, particularly if such programs can be imple-

mented to make a village high school feasible. He feels that a

majority of the community does not like the idea of their youth

living away from home in order to attend high school and would

prefer having a local high school.

Contrary to adult community values, the students view at-

tending high school away from their village with anticipation.

Theirsis a blend of two cultures.. On one hand they participate.

in the old ways such as hunting, trapping,"fishing, preparing

Ifood and repairing fishing gear. They also assist their, families

during the fishing season and earn money whichas used to purchase,

goods that are beYond the older culture. The boys particularly

were preoccupied with fast and fancy snowmobiles just the way

teenage boys in the lower 48 fantasize about automobiles. Their

attixe, interest in rack music, television interests, and games

are all outside of the older culture. So that while they, view

themselves as lucky to have so, many advantages, goods, and adven-

tures, they at the same time believe village life .is constraining

and anticipate adventure and expanded; varied social opportunities

outside the confines of this isolated community.



CASE STUDY SITE II

Sources of Information and Dates, of Observation

Site II was visited from April 6 through April 8, 1981.

School observations and interviews with students, the supervising

IST teacher, the principal, a part-time teacher and a classroom

aide were informally held during the school day. Additional in-
.

terviews with the IST supervising teacher took place.in the after-.

noons and evenings of the visit.

This observer spent one full and two partial days in the

school. The IST program and school in general were considered

atypical during the viit. This was reflected both in low atten-

dance and possibly in the low energy level manifest in the stu-

dents. SchoOl had just reopened after a One-week vacation. The

sedond day of the visit was a religious holiday. The school staff

attributed the attendance and lack of student enthusiasm ,to these

causes.,.Consequently, there was Much observation of the school

and its programs but relatively little of IST participation.

The Setting

The site is one of several comMunities on a large island.

It is located near a Home Rule' City which is the commercial and

cultural hub of the island and a major fishing port and fish

processing center. There are no roads connecting.these commun-

ities; therefore transportation is based on air and sea travel.

Site I/ has a city..operated airstriP as well as amphibious land-

ing areas. There are daily scheduled flights between the site and

the nearest city, and chartered flights serviced by several pri-

vate airlines. In addition, the State ferry visits weekly. Ex-

cept for inclement weather, there .is regular transportation to the
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nearest city and elsewhere for conmiercial, regreational and medical

needs.

Site II is a relatively new and growing community which was

developed after an earthquake and tidal wave in 1964 that damaged

the old community. All housing 'and facilities are therefore of

relatively recent origin. Currently, there are plans to construct

more housing and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has under con-

struction a new harbor facility nearby. In addition there is a

16 000 square foot dock. The local economy is base&on fishing for

crab and salmon with potential for diversification into shrimp,

halibut and bottom fish.. There is also interest in developing a

seafood processing plant.

Although the community numbere only about 250 at the present

time, there are facilities and roads capable of accommodating a,

larger population. There is a four mile long road extending from

the city dock to the airport and three miles of city streets.

There is a restaurant, a general store, city hall, fire department,

post office and library. There are two sChools 'churches, and a

health clinic that is serviced by a physician who is a local resi-

dent.

Site II, surrounded by water, mountains and dense evergreen

forests is a place of substantial natural beauty. In spite of

its relatively small size transportation both outside and within

the community results in not as much isolation as one migtit expect.

Housing is fairly close together and confined to one area. Cars

and small ttucks are used extensively. As previously mentioned,

there is adequate regular transportation in and out of Site II,

'assuring a supply of needed goods.
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The residents are primarily of Aleut descent. The community

is close knit With many families interrelated. There are some out-

siders, but due to limited housing and land availability, the pop-

ulation growth is dependent on planned expansion.

Fishing, the main economic base, is a year around occupatiori.

Because of the municipal service school construction and local

business, employment is.fairly diversified. Subsistence hunting

and fishing are common but the lifestyle is based on a cash economy.

Automobiles, oil heating, television, clothing and household goods

all reflect the dependence on a cash economy.

The School Classr om

The school complex is located on the main road north of town.

The complex is relatively new.with grounds development underway.

Its southern area contains two frame buildings, housing the elemen-

tary rooms (kindergarten through eighth), administrative office,

audio-visual library, cafeteria and building maintenance facility.

The high school, fondly named by its inhabitants "the box"

is a large, square-shaped frame building painted green. The right

side of the interior doubles as a gymnasium and classroom. During

the school day, this area is divided by a large door. One side is

used for physical education classes, the other as a high school

classroom. All high school academic classes occurred in this large

multi-purpose classroom with three.areas having distinct functions.

One area contains carpeted bleachers that have portable desk tops

attached. These "desks" served as a study/work area where students'

typically worked alone, In the center of the room were work tables

joined to form an area facing a blackboard. This area was used for

group instruction involving lecture, discussion and presentation of



visual materials. The third area, involving almost one-half of

the perimeter wall space, contained a series of Learning Resource

Centers (LRC). Each center, covered by louvered doors, contained

equipment and materials and were open to students as needed during

the school day: Activities such as science, typing, etc. were

conducted by students at these centers. All 1ST material, equip-

ment and computers were housed in these centers.

The other side of the building contains bathrooms and showers,

storage areas and the shop. Students also could go to the basement

area, underneath one of the elementary buildings, where a science

project involving a fish nursery was being conducted by a high

school student under the supervision of the 1ST supervising teacher.

The Role of 1ST in the School

Individualization of instruction and computers for classroom

use are part,of a long tradition at Site II. Individualization

continues to be an integral part of the instructional program.

For example, two,students were observed preparing projects for the

state high school fair. One had developed a sophisticated computer

program to monitor all variables in the fish nursery. _The other

student generate*d a biorhythm program.

There were two computers in use: an APPLE II and a TRS-80

housed in two separate LRCs. A printer 'was also available. MECC

programs, as well as educaiional programs designed bY the super-

vising teacher, were used. It.was because of the supervising

teacher's belief in computer-assisted instruction and interest in

computer technology, as well as the school's emphasis ,on individ-

ualized learning, that 1ST was welcomed as an addition to existing

course offerings. In total,, gre were about 20 individualized
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programs at the high school being managed by the supervising

teacher. IST was being used as part of the total emphasis on

individualized instruction.

The Supervising Teacher

The primary high school teacher was the supervising IST

teacher. The school principal of both schools also acted as the

physical education teacher. There was a full-time vocational

education teacher, a part-time high school teacher, and a class-

room aide who was heavily involved in the organization of IST.

The supervising teacher had taken training in college,to

prepare for a career of working with American native peoples.

He had a double major in General Science and Social Science and

earned a five-year Bachelor's degree. He has taughk for ten years,

six of those years were spent teaching at an Indian reservation in

the southwestern United States. He also spent two years working

in the Aleutian Islands primarily in the development of education-

al programs. He is highly experienced in computer-assisted in-

struction and other educational media and technologies. He has

been teaching at Site II since the Fall of 1979.

Students Enrolled in IST Courses

The high school population (grades 9 through 12) consisted

of 20 students. Two students attended school outside the commun-

ity and there were 7, 5, 3, and 3 students in the ninth, tenth,

eleventh, and twelfth grade, respectively. Of the 20 students,

only 5 are enrolled in IST courses. In English, 4 tenth grade

boys (15 and 16 years of,age) mere enrolled. One 14 year-old

ninth grade girl was enrolled in General Math Two 14 year-old

girls cane to the high school for IST. One was taking General



,Math,,the Other,Developmental Reading.

Scheduling and Location of IST Courses

The,school day was divided into seven academic periods.

Within each period a fairly large number 6f activities weie occur-

ring. For example in 6ne typical period with seven students

Present, the part-time teacher was working individually with a

special education student in

<with Stars.,Math, one student

vanqed English, and one with

Math, I. two students were involved

in computer programming,,two ip ad-

IST English. The part-time teacher

was inkcontinuous motion, checking and assisting all students.

1ST wassused in 4 highly, structured format within a tightly

organized schedule supervised by the part-tme teacher and the

classroom aide. -This approach was based on the belief that ,the
\

students geneially were not self-pacing and xequired close wiper-

visiOn.-, The schedule lisLng all subjects for all studenti waA

prominently posted.

The major eciUipkent and printed'materials were housed in

the Math LRC. The Math LRC contaified the APPLE II worksheets,

progress sheet's disks"and supplementary materials. All( materials

were neatly stored in separate areas and cluite accessible to stu.-

dents. The space was relatively confined and distant ,from where

other students might be working. There was, therefore, a great

deal of privacy and absence from distraction when working on the
a.

computer. However, the computer was so Confined that there was

poor ventilation.which resulted in occasional overheating.

Several centers distant was the Science LRC. It contained

a new Bell & Howdll cassette deck. Students listened to audio

tapes for IST here. Next to the machine was a box of audio tapes



and IST print materials. All other written work and projects were

performed at the work tables or the desks in the bleacher area.

On the door of the Math' LRC was a blackboard listing IST assign- -

ments for that day for specific students. The blackboard assign-

ments specified the computer activity and audio tape to be done

ior two students, as well as any further reading assignments to be

done if the prior activities were completed. These directions

indicated that although they followed the intended sequence in

the Progress Chart, there was an expectation for a student's

speed and ability. Clearly students were not expected to be self-

pacing. Of the two assigned activities, the computer activity

consisted of seven vocabulary items. The Audio Component was a

brief introductory tape. Estimates for total time to complete

both activities would be between fifteen and thirty minutes. In

effect; students were either not expected to work rapidly or the

expectations for their performance might have hindered their pro-

gress. Students were expected to leave Progress Charts for in-
4077A

spection by the aide or the supervising teacher to dete'rmine

activities that would be assigned the next day.

The computer schedule posted on the Math LRC door indicated

considerable availability of computer time for all IST students

and that most students even though they were taking the same

courses, were working in different periods. Computers were gen-

,

erally available for use when not scheduled for instruction. The

TRS go-was-scheduled for Math programs, Basic CompUter.Language

and Sciende projects.- Vhe APPLE II waS scheduled mostly _for IST.

:Thefollowinq sdhedul0 indicatesthe IST anctpon-IST use-of the

'Ong. II for each tlais period.



Period

1

2

3

Student

lion4rIST Studerit

,TST Student

1 .IST Student

.1 'IST Student

. 2: IST Students

:1 IST.::StUdent I

Open

1 IST Student

Purpose.

IST General Math

-0

Programming & Research ;

IST English

IgT Developmental Reading

IST General Math

IST English

IST General Math

As mentioned earlier, relatively little IST student partic-

ipation was observed. Within this large,space, with as'many as

three

areas

adults supervising. and with Students separated in various

working individualfy, IST participation was so subtle that

it soMetimes went unnoticed.

Students generally displayed little overt enthusiasm for

the work they were doing. Sometimes small clusters of students

would form and their mood would appear to change to a happy one.

Mostly in the transitional moments overt expression of enthusiasm

appeared. IST students behaved no differently. It was perhaps

for this reason that emphasis o "pushing" and "isolating" stu

dents to work was so pervasive.

An example of a typical behavior pattern was given-by a tenth

grade IST English student who was observed when he first went to ,

the LRC, found his instruction sheet and went to the Science LRC.

He remained seated and inactive for about ten minutes. He then

obtained his head set and cassette and started listening. After

,a lengthy period, Auring which time he was glancing around and

appeared to be day dreaming he finally disconnected the apparatus

and opened his text.



One problem observed with the computer was with a student

disk. A student's successful completion of computer activity

was erased. Assistance front the teacher was requeited and

quickly obtained. The student was directed to the next activity

on the instruction sheet. This problem was said not to be unusu-

al. It was to be rectified that evening by the wife of the

supervising teacher who, because of her computer background,

assisted her husband in programming.'

Students interviewed generally/viewed-the audio tapes as

not interesting. In contrastr the computer activities were liked.

These student impressions were consistent with obseivations. On

two occasions, CAI waslabserved, and students appeared to be more

intent and involved with these activities than others.

The Teacher Component

The major teaching responsibility irOthe high school was

with the bupervising teacher, with anothe;,teacheF 'assisting.

The supervising teacher indicated that he typically spent five

or more' hours a day in preparation for class, and reading and

grading student papers. Therefore total responsibilities within

and outside of class were extensive and very demanding. Because

of this, the aide was cFitical to implementation of IST.

Although she had other responsibilities as well, the aide

played.a major role in IST. She made sure all materials were

available and in order. She made copies of materials and wrote

daily assignments for'eighth giaders on the board. In addition,

she made sure students were doing and completing actiities as

intended and she corrected material's. She also h)ad to deterniine

Which students required more supervision, and which were self-'



pacing,_and to intervene as necessary.

The supervising teacher incorporated group' instruation in a

program that; prior,to his coming to Site II, was completely in-
.

dividualized. Observation-cd group instruction, however, revealed

a quiet listless quality in students. The supervising teacher

demonstrated a pensive, low-key, soft-spoken manner when working'

alone with students. He became an enthusiastic, stimulating fac.,

ilitator when workl.ng with groups of students. The students did

not appear to make appreciable shifts in their verbal responding

or interaction. They appeared reserve quiet, and subdued. When

interaction was evident, it was often inappropriate, occurring at

LRCs Or on the bleachers. Typically, one or two students would

4
talk to each other,when they Were expected to be working on:an_

assignment. The significance of these observation§ was 'viewed as

directly related to IST with regard to management and self-pacing.

Course' Content

Students interviewed tended to be reserved and ripticent.

Talking to them about.IST was difficult and responses may not have

been a reflection of their true beliefs. Nevertheless, the con-

sensus was that they like 1ST courses. They had a preference for
A

IST courses over other individualized programs because they found .

them more helpful and easier to understand.

Students did not appear to react to scores obtained on com-
r.i

puter activities. It was assumed that the observed countenance

was a cultural characteristic. Whether viewed as a cause of the

absence of'expression or as a result, the grading policy was based

not oncthe quality of performance but.on the amount_ of progress

made".



The 4eneral interpretation of observations of student motivq,-

tion Was that motivational patterns tended to be extrinsic. More-
f

overr'they needed continuous supervision to remain on tasks. An

alternaiive explanation, posed-by the supervising teacher was that

Site II students were very intelligent; consequently, they worked

when challenged. IST courses were viewed as too general and not

at a suffièiently advanced level. Whether this is true or not, it

should be noted that the majority of IST stiidints were tenth grad-

ers xan4ing in age from fifteen to sixteen. This was not the pop-

ulation these courses were designed to.serve. The supervising

teacher also viewed the General Math course as-tOo basic
.

relative

to the advanced level of the students (one ninth grade and one

ej.ghth grade student were taking IST General Math).

Aside from the courses leing too basic the supervising

teacher felt that the degree of isolation in which the students

work reduced motivation. Therefore if he were to use IST courses

again, fie would attempt to create a competitive situation to en-

'hence &fort.

Related to'this was an absence of practices that deviated

from the IST desig Minor exceptions included the absence bf

self-pacing, with the tea her making daily assignments. These

assignments Ibllowed the intended sequence. Also, in one case a

/student was Cycled into just one unit of the General Mtth course.

*This deviation was obviously based on the tei.cher's judgement that

this student needed to develop ohly the skills contained in this

one unit:



Summary

Overall impressions of Site II suggest a Combination of

unique factors influencing IST implementation. Clearly the re-

served and reticent mannerisms of the students may. have ,been a

cultural characteristic. In,conjunction with this, the lack of

stimulation existing in the physical environment contributed to a

slow-paced classroom climate. The patt history of learning in

individualized programs and its effects on'interpersonal and ver-

bal skills wai viewed as a problem, and there was a desire to in-

troduce programs involving group participation and verbal inter-
,

action. Further, the heavy emphasis oh individualized programs

produced inordinate demands on the teacher. This was manifest in

the continual shifting from student to student, program to program,

and problem to problem,during the school day. Added to this were

the five to six tiOurs a day of preparation and grading. During

this observer's visit, the supervising teacher was waking at 1:00

a.m. to go backto the school to prepare. In other words, his

work day began six hours before school began.

The influences of these factors on IST implementation are

summarized below:

1. A large number of preparations were required of the

teacher because of, the number of different courses and the indiv-

idualized nature of them. The advantage of IST for ,the teacher

is that the conrses come organized and prepared resulting in less

time required for preparation. The amount of time required for

grading and reading assignments was about the same as for other

individualized courses, however.



2. The population for which IST was designed was not the

one primarily using it. IST was designed for ninth grade students.

Efghth through tenth graders were taking the courses at Site II

and ranged in age,from 14 to 16 years.

3. Since students from lower grades were going to the.high

school to take IST courses, and they were working separately from

each other and their peers, there also was no opportunity for in-

teraction or discussion for them because no other students were

taking the course at that time.

4. If the supervising teacher's assessment of the ability

level of Site II students was correct that in dombination with

their history of individualized instruction, wcmld suggest a need

for a greater variety of courses including course options in con-

junction with branching programs. While IST is useful at Site II,

it may not offer the Variety Or depth of content that is neces-

sary. .The development of a greater variety of branching programs

would free the teacher from course development and, with utiliza-

1:im of the aide, free the teacher for more creative and interac-

tive responsibilities in the classroom. In this regard IST may

have the potential to reduce the rate of teacher, "burnout ind the

turnover rate, enabling school districts to have more continuity

in their teaching staffs.

5. ,A major question basedon the students motivational

patterns, is the appropriateness of the formal design. A major

purported Advantage of individualized instruction is the"develop-

ment of intrinsic Motivation. Cbservation did not confirm this

On-the contrary, IST students, in particular, were-not self-pacing

or persistent, and self-pacing,and self-direction were not in



evidence. Direction was mostly teacher-imposed.

6. Yinally, the courses.may be modified or used differently

in schools, without appreciable alteration of the-instructional
a

design. Possible approaches might include: a greater variety'

of courses and course options; b) use of diagnostics in all courses

to determine placement and sequence; c) improved advance organizers

through the teacher, print, and audio components; and d) as an al-

to teacher monitoring' and grading based on work completed,

, increased use of projects, group discussions, consensus information,

and natural reinforcers.



SITE III CASE STUDY

Sources of Information and Dates of Observations
,

Site III was visited by a member of the evaluation team from

Educational Skills Development (ESD) on March 30 to April 1, 1981.

The Purpose of this visiewas to Oserve the operation of the 1ST

courses at the school and to discuss their operation with admin-
,

istrators, teachers and students. Observations at the school

occurred on each morning of-the visit while the school was in'

session. Discussions with the principal, the IST supervising

teachers and the students enrolled in the IST coursei also took

place during the visit. Information about the site, the school,

the teachers and the students was obtained by the observer before

arriving at the site.

Setting

Site III is located less than 100 miles from a major city

along a paved highway. It is one of the main river-freighting

centers in Alaska, with many townspeople holding railroaa-related

jobs. An estimated 550 people live at this site; 60% are Caucas-

ian and 40% are Athabascan Indian. Most Caucasian adults and

about one-half of the Athabascan Indian Oults have at least

completed high school. 'A few houses in Site III are old and

appear to be not very sturdy, but many are more recently built

'log cabins. One grocery store, two bars, and two restaurants

are available to the residents of this site. A. community center

and the school gymnasium provide the children and adults in the

community with regularly scheduled recreational activities.

School

The children at this site attend the local public schoo



The school provides an education for 190 st4dents enrolled in

kindergarten through the eighth grade and 60 students enrolled in

the ninth through twelfth grades, Eighteen faculty members are

. employed to teac4 the total of 250 students in the school, The

_ninth through twelfth grades are departmentalized, thus the facul-

, ty teaching these grades teach only courses within their areas of

expertise. .The classes are conducted in two school buildings.

The children.in the elementary grades attend school in an old log

cabin-like building. The building for the junior and senior high

school level children is more 'modern end includes a cafeteria,

library, science laboratory, typing room, faculty lounge and ad-

ministrative offic-e. Located behind the more modern building is

the gymnasium a sourbe of great community pride. Each night of

the week the adults and children use the gyMnasiuth to partiCipate

in some regularly scheduled,athletic or community activity. Con-

struction has recently begun on a new school building, expected

to be completed by Fall 1981. The junior and senior high school

classes will be conducted in this new building, and the classes

for the elementary grades will shift to.the present junior/senior

high School building. The building under construction is expect-

ed to have, among other additions, a computerproom, indicating

the school's increasing commitment to the use of computers in

education.0

Role of IST in the School

Site III is one of the ,largest IST pilot study sites in

terms of total school enrollment, offering three. In courses:

1) English, 2) Developmental Reading and 3) General-Math. The

fourth 1ST course Alaska History, is not offered because a



teicher at the sdhdol has developed his own Alaska 'History course.

Fifteen:students are enrolled in one or more IST courses. wo

teachers supervise the IST courses at the site, one supervises

English and-DeVelopmental Reading, the other'supervises, General

Math. Although teachers' aides are used in the school, neither

supervising teacher receives assistance from the aides..

The primary value of the IST courses to this site is that

they provide the school a way-to offer instruction to students who

need di want a specific course, but for which there are too fel,'

students requesting it to warrant a regular class. In particular,

the three courses presently used provide remediatiori for students

who either failed an English or Reading course and needed the cred-

it, or who ranked very low on a Math placement test. Withowi the

IST courses, these students would have been placed in a regular

class at a level inappropriate for them or would have had to repeat

the course they had previously failed with the same teacher.

Neither situation is desirable. The students enrolled in the IST

courses receive more individual attention and can study material

more appropriate for their knowledge level and pace of learning

than if they were in, a regular class. Also, students enrolled in

an IST course who have failed a similar course, have an opportun-

ity to see,another perspective on the subject matter and avoid the

possible animosity .that could develop between a student.and the-

teacher who failed him/her.

SuperVisinq Teachers"

The supervisinq teacher for the English and DevelOpmental

Reading courses has ten years of teaching experience, all at Site

III. She has a Bachelor's degree in English and was experienced
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in the educational use of programmed instruction and audio and

video tapes prior to becoming involved in the IST project. How-

ever, she had relatively little.prior experience in computer pro-
/

gramming or the classroom use of computers. Although she feels

more comfortable cOnducting her class in lecture format, she felt

well-prepared to manage student-Aearning when several different

,kinds of activities were going on at the same time in a class. ,

She also felt well-prepared to maintain the student performance

records required of teachers supervising IST courses.

This supervising teacher has structured her class so t:bat

students can progress at their own rates. However, each marking

period she does require an average of one completed lesson per

week. This requirement serves as a motivator, providing the stu-

dents with a minimal goal to attain. Students who,spend at least

half of their fifty-minute class period in concentrated work have

no trouble attaining the goal. She bases a student's grade on

teacher-scored activities (i.e., workiheets and projecs)and

Unit tests. Various reductions in a student's grade are made for

students who do not complete the required mumber of lessons.

The supervising teach'er for the General Math course has

eight years teaching experience, the last six in Site III. He

has a Bachelor's degree in Mathematics was experienced in the

educational use of'programmed instruction and computers and was

well-prepared for writing computerized instructional programs

prior to becoming involved in thd 1ST project. However, he had

relatively little prior experience in the classroom use of audio

tapes. Although he indicated preference for conducting his class

in lecture format he felt moderately well-prepared to manage



student learning when several different kinds of activities were

going on in class at the same time. He also felt moderately

well-prepared to maintain the student performance records required

with /ST courses

This supervising teacher has structured his class so that'

students can progress at their Own rates. He does not require his

students to complete some minimum numher of, lessons during any

given period of time but he does partially base,student grades

on number of lessons completed. His criteria for grading are

scores on teacher-graded activities (i:e. , worksheets and projects)

and Chapter tests. He then adjusts the grade based on the greatest

number of lessons completed by any student during a marking period.

He uses the optional activities available in the General Aath

course if he feels they are appropriate.

The supervising teachers spend most of their time during the

class either keeping student records, grading IST course activi-

ties, or providing one-Loh-one instruction to studentd requesting

it. Two of the major functions bf 1ST supervising teachers axe

student performance record-keeping, and computer operations. Al-

though both, teachers perform these functions, they have divided

the responsibility so that one has the major responsibility fox

'the record-keeping and the other for computer operations. This

arrangement works well. The former teacher is able to complete

most of the record-keeping during the 1ST class ano her lunch

The

putet use

latter is very.enthused with the possibilities

in instruction. He teaches a-computer programming

per-

forcÔifl-

course for junior and senior high school students and spends sev-

eral evenings a:Week enhancing his own programming skills.



vs

this contact with the computer, he is able to perfOrm the computer

operations required of teachers in the IST courses.

Both supervising teachers are teaching /ST courses in their

area of expertise. They both strongly feel that a content expert

should, if at all possible, be supervising the courses. They feel

the grading of the course activities and explanations of misunder-

standing and wrong answers are important aspects of the IST

courses that cannot be adequately handled by someone who is un..

familiar wlth the content.

The Englith and Developmental Reading supervising teacher

recently took a one-month leave of absence. Her substitute had

no training in the IST project,' nor was she very familiat with

the operation of the IST courses at the school. Despite this lack

of familiarity with IST,'her class ran relatively smoothly during

the two days (her first two) that her dlass was observed. The
,

students in this class worked independentlir; they knew hiw the

class operated and showed .the substitute how the course worked.
4

The substitute seemed Comfortable in this setting. The primary.
0

respons' ility for record-keeping and sole responsibility for com-

puter o erations initially'shifted to the remaining supervising
.,

. .

.

,

teacher in the other's absence. The substitute, however, was,

eexpected to becOme more familiar with the record-keeping and
Oa-

take on more responsibility as the month progressed.

Students Enrolled in IST Courses

Fifteen students,(mean age = 15.7; mean grade = 10.1)

initially enrolled in at least one of the three IST courses

available at this site: two students enrolfed in Briglish (mean

age 16.0; mean 'grade = 9.5), six in Developmental Reading (mean .
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age = 15.7; mean grade = 10.0), and eight in General Math (mean

age = 15.7; mean grade = 10.1). Presently, both,students are

still in English, only three are left in Developmental Reading

and seven remain in General Math. One Developmental Reading stu-

dent dropped the course because he did not function well in an

individualized setting. Another student completely dropped out

of school when he bedame 16 years old. No reason was reported

for the departure of the other Developmental Reading student.

The one General Math student who dropped had completed her high

school Math requirements after one semester, in the IST General

Math course and elected to take Business Math the second semester.

The students seem to be functioning relatively well in the
0

individualized setting of the IST courses. They work well inde-

L pendently, moving from.one activity to the next without waiting

for someone to tell them what to do. Their progress charts are

kept up-to-date and these direct each student to his/her next

activity. The students find IST courses easier than their other

courses. Overall, they like the IST courses. They particularly

like using the computer'. They find the computer interesting and

would like to have greater access to it. (Besides the SG minutes

in class, the computer is available only during the 30 mdnute

lunch period.) One student in English has become very interested

in the computer, motivating him to do well in his Math courses so

that he will be able to take a computer course next year. Most

students considered ,different aspects of the IST courses boring,

but this seemed specific to an individual. Most students would

like to take other courses using the IST format. One student in

particular wants an U.S. History course beCause he recently,piled
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U.S. History, but said that he thought he could pass a similar

IST course.

Only one student said she does work in the courses at ome.

One supervising teacher.views the lack of homework as a serio s

deficiency of the IST courses. He has not required homework 'of

his General Math students this year, since his understanding ie

that the IST courses were to be implemented.unaltered this year.

Next year, he intends to supplement the General Math course with

homework.

The students spend very little time working with each other

during the class period. One supervising teacher seems neither

to encourage nor discourage student interaction. If it occurs in

her classroom, the 6tudents have initiated it themselves. , The

other supervising teacher demanas relative quiet in his classroom.

Students/ however, do help each other at times, although they

seem annoyed when another student asks for assistance when they

are concentrating on their.own work.

Most students seem to work well on their own. Even th

students who at the beginning of the class period are.di ptive,
-

go through spurts of doing concentrated work each class period.

The two English students have progressed rapidly through their

course/ completing it in-20 to 25 weeks. Some friendly competi-

tion between each other has served as a primary motivation for

them. These students however', are the exception. They spend

nearly the entire 50 minute period in concentrated work but

neither one works on the course other than during the class per.

iod. 'The Developmental Reading students typically spend about

one-half to two-thirds of the class period making a concentrated



effort to do their work. Besides the lack of consistent 'effdrt;

tilese students were progressing more slowly than their super-
.

vising teacher would prefer due to the presence of a very dis-

ruptive student in the class. This student has since become 16

years of age and gat school; the other students are now gradually

settling down, spending more time on their work. All General Math

students began at Chapter 1 as dictated by the pre-course diagnos-

tic test. A few students were able to skip lessons in Chapter 1

based on-attaining a score of 100% on a pre-test but'only on

rare occasions was-a 100% score attained on a pre-test after

'Chapter 1., Most stUdents,are progressing at about the same rate

and will complete approximately six or seven df the nine chapters

by the end of the "school year.

Scheduling and Location of the IST Courses

The three IST courses offered at this site are taught in

the same self-contained classroom during the second and third

class periods each school day -- the English and Developmental.

Reading courses are taught during the second period; the General

Math course meets during the third period'. Each class period is
-d

50 minutes in duration. The classroom in which these courses are

taught is relatively small, about one-half to one-third the size

of a regular classroom. The smallness of the room, however, does

pot seem to adversely affect the learning atmosphere in the class-

room. Comments by the students.that they have enough room to do

their.work support this observation. (Six to eight students are

in the room durinv any single period.) The teacher's desk in the

classroom is located at'the front of the room with the students

usually seated along the two side walis. Three cassette tape



recorders located on top of a filing cabinet in front of the 'room

are available to the students. One calculator and two rulers afe

located in the teacher's desk. The cassette tapes, pkinted course

materials, and individual student folders are located on book

shelves in the front of the room. Two APPLE computers are locat-

ed on large office desks in the back of the room each with a 21

inch television screen fok easy viewing. The'student and course

computer disks are located in the drawers of the office desks.

Computer CoMponent,

The General Math supervising teacher considers the compute

.as the key component olhe IST courses. It keeps records of

student progress and grades, doesn't tire of drilling the students

on concepts/skills, points out areas in which they are having

difficulties, directs them to remedial activities, and guides the

students 'through the course.

Only one of the two APPLE computers at-this site was avail-

able for use in the IST courses during the site visit. Disk drives

#2 and #3 for the othei cbmputer were being repaired. Even with

one computer not available for IST user the itudents did not seem

to have to wait very long to use the orie that was.operating.

Students who had to wait, typically moved on in their work coming

back to the computer when it wag available. Other than recent

problems With the twodisk drives, very few problems have occurred,

with theAPPIIE computers. The problems that do occur usually re

sult from static electricity and,powet surges. The supetvising

teachers have been Able to .c:c)riect most Minor problems that have

occurred.

The location of the computers -in the same .room with students



.working,dn other components of the.course, ad the.smallfiess of

the'clteroom, create a potential problem he:large-teleision.
- .

Sgreen is in the immediate line of sight of several students.

When a student is using the computer, other studenls can be dis-

trac-ied from their work. This distection is generally tpmpor-

ary-with the students.returning to their own work after-a few .

) ,

Minutes. At'other times, however, these students set' aside their

work-to watch what js happening on the Computer monitor.

.

Initially, this,Tuation.seemed to be a drawback of having

the computers in the classrooi. .HOweverv at a second glance it
. ..

may be seen as a benefitl- The,distracted'students seepi to bp
. -

the stuaent-using the
. .

- 1
.thinking"about the questions alon

.
computer. is may take-a few minu'ees..Q.Ceach class away from the

_ .

v ,

students own.studies, but most students take short 4reaks during
k.

,r., ..... -

the class period anyway.- Also if a stdaerit ha's porripletedltile

aCtivity seen on the omputer, his/her attentionto it may serve.

as a review, or if student has.not completed the: activity; he/

she may find 'its content interesting and thus be motivated to

progress through the course to that activity. The principal was'

=

alarmed when she first observed the distraction caused by the

computer, but she has since recoqnized the possible benefits and

is now encouraged'by how well the course procedds in such a class.?

room setting.

'Computer test scores have.been.higher than written test

scores according to'onapsupervising teacher. She hypothesized
p-

that this may be becaUse, through interacting with the computer,

students come to realize they must take care to be precise in

their responses cm a computer test but need not take as much
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,,,,,

%) ,

,

typically require file students to wait several seconds if they
. ,

. have been_incorrect, before hitting the space bar get the, .-

'cafe on,their written tests. The value Of being ,precise in the

way one respon40To a question is a valuable lesson to be learned.

Use of the computer may be a good way to teach this lesson since

it has no conscience about telling a student he/she is incorrect

and student may be more willing to accept criticism from a

machine than a person.

Another point concerning the computer-tests was voiced by

a student who stated he woud -±J.ke to bejble to go over his test

answe s before they arecgrad The computer 'does not afford the

student this opportunity. The computer is programmed so that as

soon as the student hits0the epace bar -7 after being-informed

wbether or not he/she bas answered a question correctly -- the,

next questionappears. _Before hitting the space bar students
,

should: '1) notp whether or not their answer ig corredt; 2) note
vs.

what the correct answer'is if they have been incorrect; and
.

3) try,to learn from the feedback. /These three activities will

- next question. Some students, however, do activities 1 and 2

'only and then simply try to match the correct,answer to the

question, rather than'tryintg to learn from the feedback. These

students also-wait severafseconds before hitting the space bar

when their Answer was inqprrect. -Other students only note whether

or nbt their answer was correct and imMediately hit the spade bar

Ito get the next question. The students who 'do all three activi-

ties are prOperly using the feedback provided by the cotputer;

the'students who do nOt try to learn from the feedback are using:

t indorrectly; and students whO only'note whether or not their
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answers arecorrect are not using it :at all. An attempt to educate

the students in good study skills, particularly in the use of the

computer feedback, may be desirable. Another option may be to re-

program the computer not to respond to a y command for several
0

seconds after feedback is provided.

Several errors in the computer activities (i.e., misspell-

ings, inconsistencies) were observed. Although the supervising

teachers have'found only a few errors in the computer activities,

some errors could easily go unnoticed unless someone very familiar

with the content checked each activity. Most errors are first

noticed by-the students who bring them to the attention of the

teacher. However, many errors could be subtle enough that only

the most advanced students would noticr them. An example of this

was in the General Math, Lesson 56 in which the siudents do an

activity renaming percents as ratios, and are asked to express

their answer in lowest terms. One question has an answer which

is not reduced to lowest terms: 1.25% = 5/400. These errors in

the computer activities can'be misleading and create confusion for

the students. A sample of the activities in each course may need

to be checked to determine'the prevalence of the'errors.

Course Content

The content of the three 1ST courses offered at this site

was considered by the supervising teachers to be comparable to

other courses on the same subject matter, but easier. These ob-

seri:rations were verified by the students who nearly'unanimously

felt their 1ST courses were easier than other courses they were

taking.

The General Math supervising teacher observed that most



students need help with the games and puzzles section of his

course and the word problem-solving initially, seemed very diffi-

cult for most students. He has, however, received fewer requests

.for help with these problems as the course progressed, possibly

indicating that the students have become increasingly more cbm-

petent and confident in their ability, to solve such problems.

Summary

The IgT courses are useful in this site and very beneficial

for the students. They provide those students who-have difficul-

ty learning in the structured classroom setting with the alterna-

tive of individualized instruction. One such student is enrolled

in English. He did not do well in the structured classroom set-

ting due to real or imagined pressures from which he retreated.

He does not feel these pressures in the self-paced setting of

the IST English course. He is one of the two students who will

have completed the entire course in 20 to 25 weeks.

Students who are slow learners also benefit from the IST .

courses. In the structured classroom setting the teacher pro-
,

gresses at his/her own pace, typically maintaining.a pace consis-

tent with that of the average student. The slower students-in

this structure fall further and further behind id the classwork

as the school year progresses, eventually dropping out of the

class -- if not physically, at least mentally. In the IST courses,

these slower students may not seem to progress very far, but they

will be reasonably assured that they have mastered the material

in the parts of the course they have completed.

The individualized, self-paced, and mmlticomponent aspects

of the IST courses seem to have their advantages for the students.



The fasi and the slow students need to take short breaks while

they ktudy. These breaks can be 30 seconds to several minutes

long, and give the students a change to relax and catch their

breath. In a structured classroom these breaks may odcur when

the 'teacher deems them necessary, not the student. Also, as

mentioned earlier, several students consider different aspects

of the course boring. Since the content of the IST courses is

presented in several ways, the student has some assUrance that

at least one of these options will not be boring.

The potential for continued use of the IST courses at this

site is ,excellent. The principal was not involved in the original

decision to use the IST courses since she began her tenure as

principal after the IST courses had been ordered. She is'now

enthusiastic about their potential for expanding the ability .of

the school to offer courses more nearly matched to a student's

ability, learning style, and interests. She intends to continue

to use IST courses for remediation, and also vould like to have

other IST courses available in,stbject areas in which, at, most,

three tolfive students a year might be interested. This is too

few students to warrant offering a regular class,-unless an IST-

like course were available in the particular subject area. Two

subject areas she specifically mentioned were Chemistry and

Physics.

The -supervising teachers are also enthusiastic about.the

potential uses o4f the 1ST courses in their classes. They echo

-the principal's wish for more IST courses, particularly in subject

areas in which too few students have an interest to warrant dffer-

ing a class. Even the students and another teacher expressed



interest in the continued and expanded use of 1ST courses at this

site.

Even though the attitude toward use of the 1ST courses at

this site is examplary, some problems do exist. These problems

generally relate to virious aspects of the courses themselves.

(such as hardware problems need for better use of computer feed-

back to students, inaccuracies in the computer activities) rather

than the 1ST model. Despite these problems the courses have beet

successfully ibplemented and used effectively here.

11



SITE IV CASE s*upy.

Sources of Information and Dates of Observation

Site IV was visited by a member of the evaluation team #rom

Educational Skills Development (ESD) on April 6 through 8, 1981.

The purpose of this visit was to observe the operation of the 1ST

courses at the school and to discuss their operation with adminis-

trators, teachers and students. Observations at the school oc-

curred while school was in session on the afternoon of April 6

the morning and afternoon of April 7 and the morning of April 8.

Discussions with the part-time principal, the IST supervising

teachers, the IST aide, the librarian, kid the students enrolled

in the IST courses also took place during the visit. Badkground

information on the site, the school the teachers, and the stu-

dents was obtained prior to the visit.

petting

Site IV is located in Southeast Alaska on the shore of an

island, accessible only by boat or float plane. Its primary indus-

try is commercial fishing with seasonal construction and a newly

developed tourist trade adding some support to its economy. An

estimated 475 people live in this sAe, mostly Tlinget Indians.

About one-half of the adults in the community have at least com-

pleted their high school education. One general store and one

restaurant service the residents of this site. A lodge, located

on the eastern shore of the community, is available to visitors

and tourists for use as living quarters during their stay.

Athletic events are important activities in the lives of the
:

residents Df,this site. Besides water sports (i.e., fishing,

"boating, swimming), two gymnasiums are available An which regular-



ly scheduled athletic and community activities occur.

School

The chIldren at this site attend the local public school.

The school provides an education for 70 students enrolled In

kindergarten through the sixth grade and 70 students enrolled in

the seventh through twelfth grades. Nineteen faculty are employed

to teach the 140 students in the school, The Ainthrough

twelfth grades are departmentalized; thus, the faculty teaching

the grades generally teach only courses within their areas of

expertise. The classes for the elementary grades are conaucted

ih a building separate from the one for the junior and senior

high school. The latter building includes classrooms, a cafe-

teria, band room, faculty lounge, administrative offices, science

laboratory, and learning resource center. Located behind this

building is another small building recently built specifically

for shop classes.

Role of 1ST in the School

Site IV is one of the largest 1ST evaluation sites in terms

of school enrollment and has more students enrolled in at least

one 1ST course than any other site. It served as a pilot site

in 1979-80, offering Alaska History and English. These two 18T

courses weie again offered this year, with Developmental Reading.

General Math was_not offered because the course was not availab e

at the start of the-school year. It was felt that the stud ts

would have difficulty adjusting to a different type of math course

at mid-semester 'even though they were using the same text that is

used in the 1ST course. Two teachers superwise the 1ST courses

at the site. One teacher supervises Alaska History anii Develop-



- mental Reading; the other supervises English. In addition, an

aide supervises student use of the computers and handles all

responsibilities concerning computer.operatiOns.

The primary value of the 1ST courses to this site accord-

ing to the part-time principal, is that they'allow for more flex-
. .

ibility in scheduling classes and hiring school personnel. Stu-

dents- can resolve ,schedule conflicts by enrolling in an ISTcours

which they can take any time during the school day. Staffing

probl4ms 'can be overcome by having non-content experts supervise

- the 1ST courses. One such problem'arose this year at this site

when the sudden resignation of,a teacher required a shifting of

teaching responsibilities among the faculty. The availability

of the 1ST courses gave the administration greater flexibiliiy

in dealing with this staffing problem, finally resolving it by

having a science teacher supetvise the 1ST English course.

Supervising Teachers

One teacher supervised the two 1ST courses (Alaska History

and English) offered at this site during the.1979-80 school year.

$he continued to supervise these two courses through the first

half of the present school year and in addition served as,super-.

vising teacher for 1ST Developmental Reading. Due to a shifting

of teacher responsibilities at mid-year at thi'S 'site, she nd
-

longer supervises the 1ST English course, but continues tb super-

vise the other two 1ST coprses. This supervising teacher has

five years teaching expetience, two at Site IV. She has a

Bachelor's degree in Anthropology with teaching exprience in

English/Reading and History. She was experienced in the use-of

computers and audio tapes in education. She, however, had rela-
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tively no pripr experience in computer programming gr programmed

instruction. Also, she felt well-prepared to manage student

learning when several different kinds of activities tare going on

at the same time in a class, and to maintain individual records

of students' performance.

This supervising teacher has the major'responsibility for the

rpcora keeping_associated with the operation ,of-the

this site. She has been relieved of homeroom duties for 15 min-

utes of each day to take care of IST busihess. Typically, she

spends her time during the Alaska History course correcting papers

ana responding to student questions. She has set mid-quarter gOals

for her Alaska History students so they can gauge how they are pro,

gressing, and she requires the Alaska History students to Complete

Units I, III; and IV by the end of, their first year of enrollient

in:the course.. If they decide to enroll in the course as an

elective for a second year, they are required to complete Units II
-

and V. She bases student grades on worksheets7, hand-in aCtivities,

and unit test scores. She sometimes encounters problems however,.

with getting written unit test scores since some students refuse

to do them. These students do the computer,teits but,aon't-like r-
.

to write so they will not complete the written tests. In these

situations, she uses Only the Computer scores: She does stress

griting ancl grades written work on style as well, as content how-
.

ever.

The supervising teacher for the IST English course, 'has five

Years teaching experience, two of them at Site IV. Before taking

over the English course at mid-year he was anelementary ichool

science teacher at this site. He has a Bachelor's degree in



biology, and had no experience in the educational use of computers,

programmed instruction or audio tapes prior to becoming involved

in the 1ST program. He also was not well-prepared to write com-

puter.-programs, but he did feel moderately well-prepared to manage

student learning when several different kinds of activities ake

going on at the sane time in a class and to maintain records of

students' perfomance_., His main Junction in the_course seems-to

be as overseer and grader. He requires students in the 1ST Eng-
,

lish course to complete two units per quarter. He considers this

a mihimal requirement.

Althougfi,two IsT courses at this site are presently super-
-6At

vised by & teacher who is an expert in the content of these

courses,°generally the 1ST courses at this site will be super-

vised by teachers who are not experts in the 15T content areas.

The part-time principal stated that the site intends to use the

1ST courses to provide instruction in content areas for which it

is in need of teachers, and thus take advantage of the intended

aesign

in the

cannot

of the Courses to be taught by people who were not-experts

specific content areas. He alSo stated that he genekally

justify using an 1ST course in a content area in which a

teacher is available.

Both supervising teachers seem to have attitudes different

'from the part-time,principal on this i'ssue. They welcome the

availability of the 1ST courses in the content area in which they

are familiar. One teacher is supervising Alaska History and

pevelopmental Reading ard previously supervised English - each

are within her area of ertise. She feels°she is able to pro-

vide the students a better coukse using the 1ST materials. She



is able to give more individual attention to those students who

need specific help. She can supplement the course with activities

which give the students a Ipore complete perspective on certain

issues. She ban also identify areas within the courses which'she

feels are weak but important. She then designs activities to

strengthen the instruction. She would not be able to do these

things unless she had expertise in these areas.

The other teacher whose expertise is in science, is present-

ly teaching IST English. He is interested, however, in examining

the IST General Science course for possible future use. He had

no prior exposure to the IST program before taking ovek respon-

sibility for supervising the IST English course. At the time of

the site visit, he had been supervising the course for about three
0

months, but as yet he did not appear to have gained a grasp of his

role in the operation of the class. He feels kind of lost, want-

ing to do more but not findingrdirection on what more he could do.

He specifically requested that more supplemental activities (i.e.,

films) be made available to the teacher to be used at his/her

discretion. Although he is relatively unfamiliar with the IST

format, he may not feel so lost if he were teaching a course with-

in his area of expertise. He would likely 4now what supplemental

activities may be beneficial for enhancing a student's understand-
.

ing of a concept or development of a skill. It is important to

note that the IST courses were designea with the intention that

non-content area experts could teach the courses. However, this

science teacher does not feel completely comfortable teaching

English. However, several variables may be contributing to his

situation among them his taking the course over at mid-year,



his unfamiliarity with the IST program in general, and his unfam-

iliarity with teaching English.

The Aide

The responsibilities of the aide at this sits include super-

vising computer use and operations of the IST courses. She has a

hign school diploma, but had very little experience in domputer

use prior to becoming involved in the IST program. Despite her

inexperience, she seems fairly competent and organized. She up-

dates student computer records does all computer supervisorY

functions,and records student progress and test grades. She is

usually available to assist students while they, are using the

computer, particularly Taith technical problems. Her interaction

with students; however, seems toc-be inconsistent. At times she

is available for assistance, but the students have to ask her for

it. At other times, she appear% to be too involved with the stu-

dents. For example; She gives them the disks they need, although

they are capable of getting their own disks. She also volunteers

content as well as technical help whenever she thinks the students

need it, This volunteered helP maY not always be best for the

students. They might gain more by thinking their problems,through

hy themselves.

The part-time principal would prefer not to use an aide'

with the IST courses. He considers it an inefficient use of her

time and the school's money. He seems to think that the aide

would be unnecessary if the computers were Iodated in the class-

room rather than in the learnin4 resource center where they are

presently located. The IST courses, however, are conducted in

different classrooms and moving the computers from room to room



during a school'day is infeasible. The paft time principal's

conception of the aide's role seems to be to make sure the

students do their work and monitor the use ot the computer. He

does not seem to be aware of the other functionk the aide serves.

/f the aide position were elimihated, more rec4d-keeping and

computer operations regponsibilities would fall upon the shoul-

ders of the supervising teachers.

Students Enrolled in the IST Cours s

Twenty-seven students (mean age = 16.4; mean grade = 10.5)

initially enrolled in at least e of.the three IST courses avail-

able at thia site (one additional student is enrolled-in the

Alaska History course fox a second year). Initially, 15 stipdents

(mean age = 17.5; mean grade = 11.5),enfolled in Alaska History,

11 students (Mean age = 14.9; mean grade = 9.0) enrolled in

English, and five stu nts (mean age =_17.0; mean'grade 7 11.2)

-enrolled in Developmental Reading. Presentl 17, all students are

still in Alaska History and Englis4 but only three students re-.1

main in Developmental Reading. Two Developmental Reading_stuaents

were transferred out of the course because they were not motivated

by it and thus not progressing at a satisfactory.rate.
a

All students enrolled in the 1ST Alaska History course are

eleVenth or twelfth graders. ,This occurs mostly as a matter of

scheduling convenience but the supervising teacher considers

that it works out very well since the reading level of the course

is probably too high for most ninth grade students. The stucients

seem to be progressing very well through the course. They move

from activity to activity essentially independent of the teacher

and rarely need the aide's assistance in the use-of the aomputer.
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A good'atmosphere for learning-exists in the classroom with some

students'interacting, others working alofie, and most everyone

going about their businessl The supervising teaCher observed

that when a few students begin to progpss more quickly than

others, they tend to gradually slaw down so-that they do not get

too far ahead of the,rest of the class. All students, therefore,

seem to progress at nearly the same rate dnd most will complete

Units I, III, and IV. The teacher stated that this rate of pro-

gress is about the rate of the average student in her class.

The IST Alaska History stuaents have the Opportunity to work

in the course whenever-they have some free time, but most students
-

do not work on it'outside of class time unless they ake in danger

4,
of not completing the requirednumber of lessons in a given guar-

.

ter. The students will then work during study periods and befoie

or after school. Generally, these students do not'saive the extra

effort to progress more rapidly than they aresrequired.

All students enrolled in the IST English course are ninth

graders. These students seem-to be progressing relatively well

through the course, but most seem hesitant to move from activity

to activity without 'getting approval from the'supervising teacher

or being coaxed by him to do so. This seeming lack of independence

in the students disrupts, the continuity of the instruction intended

in the IST English course and slows the progress of the students.

4

Precisely why these students lack the desired independence, seen

.in the Alaska.History students, is unclear but several reasons

.could_be hypothesized. One reason may be that the English stu-

dents are typically two.or three years younger than the Alaska

History students. These younger students may not be ready or'
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willing to take on the responsibility of working on their own. A

second reason may be the difference in supervising teachers. The

English teacher is less experienced than the Alaska History teacher

with the 1ST program and the former is teaching a course outside

of his area of expertise.' A third,reason may be that.the,switching

af teachers in mid-year may have been disruptive for some students.

Although it is not certain whether or not the English students

worked more independently with the other teacher as their super-
-

vising teacher, her, comments indicate the students are progressing

more slowly under the present teacher. She had a few students who

were working in Unit V at :the end of the first semester and had

hopes that some students would.complete the bourse (12 units) ow

at least to Unit R. She is not as optimistic now/ and indications

are that the students will at most complete only, about seven units.

The 1ST english students do most of their work during the 45

minute'blass period, although several students do work on their

worksheets during study hall. Several students spend their class

time w king on their weekly written assignments, but most students

work on them at.home. No other 1ST work seems to be done at home.

During the class period, some interaction and competition occurs

among the students, but there is very little of it. The supervis-
.

ing teacher doesn't discourage interaction and competition, but he

does pot-openly encourage it either.

, All students enrolled in the 1ST Developmental Reading course

are eleventh or twelfth graders. These students were selected

from a general English course in which the teacher wanted to in-

6ivi4a.ize instruction based on specific deficiencies. All stu-.

dents in this general.English course were diagnostically. tested



and grouped according to their needs. Five students were erirolled

in the IST Developmental Reading course"as a result of this test.

These students are ptogressing very slowly through 'the course.

Two reasons stand out as possible explanations for thisslow prog-
.

ress. The first is that the supervising teacher is not available

to the students during the class period. She is teaching a IJiter-
_

ature class at the same time; consequent1li, t,14 Developmental

Reading etudents are essentially unsupervised. The aide arid the°

librarian are available to answer student questions, but the stu-

dents typically seem hesitant to ask any questions. During the

45 minute class perls that were observed, the students seemed

to spend one-third to one-half of the time in concentrated work,

if they worked at all.
.4

- The second reason why these students may be progressing

slowly was expressed by the students themselves. During the

school's basketball season,the students travela great deal and

miss classes. In a regular class, this missed class time is

accounted for by a great deal of homework being assigned to the

student to be done while he/she is gone.. In the Developmental

Reading course however, no homework was assigned and the students

were not sufficiently motivated to do the work on,their own. The

missed class time was therefore never really made up. This loss

of time working in the course and the lack of'supervision prd-

vided to these students probably contributes to the slow progress

of these students through the Developmental Reading course.

The students seemed to feel they have learned something from

the tST courses and prefer the IST Course format, to those of their

other courses, but they were not overly enthusiastic. Most stu- .



dents like using the computer ("It's funl"). Others find it

frustrating when they cannot achieve the goal of the activity.

Reactions to the casse te tapes were mixed: the better stuaents

seemed to find the ta es boring, while the slower students found

,them interesting. The printed course materials were the least

preferred by the students. Several students said they preferred

the individuelized format because.in a traditional format, teach-

ers'talk too much and are always looking over their .shdulders.

Finally, the appect of the IST courses most liked by the Develop-
.

mental Reading students was'the lack of homework.

The issue of no reguLir homework assignments in the IST

courses was a major concern of the part-time principal. He

expressed his.belief that it is important in a good educational

t)rogram to have homework, and it is of particular importance at

this site. Students tend to miss several consecutive days of

school during basketball season and these days are never made up

at any later time. Although this situation is a good example of

an advantage of the IST courses - the students would ndt miss

lectures and they.could pick up where they left off these

students are misging days of contact with the courses. Students

in other courses are assigned homework which is due when they

return to class. Students in the IST courses generally have no

homework and thus do not work on the courses at home nor,while

they are away on a basketball trip. This lack of homework is a

major flaw in the IST courses according to the part-time princi-

pal. Several students, although they liked the lack of homework,

also made the point that they were progressing very slowly in the

ALST Developmental Reading course because they did not work in the



course while away, playing basketball.

Scheduling and Location of the 1ST Courses

The 1ST English.course is offered during the first period

(45 minutes) each school day in a small classroom about one-half

the size of a regular classroom. The students sit at desks ar-

ranged in rows with the supervising teacher at his desk in the

front ot the room. Each class begins with the teacher handing
0

back worksheets and written assignments. Most students seem to

wait until this process is completed before getting into their

work, a few students do, however, begin their work when they

arrive in class paying very l ttle attention to what else is

happening. The cassette tapes printed coursematerials, and

individual student folders are located in boxes on a desk in a

corner of the room. Two cassette tape recorders with headphones

are available for student use. The students must go to the re-

source center,ditectly across the hall from their classroom, to

use the computer. The students go to the computer in the order

in which thley sign up at the beginning of each class.

The 1ST Alaska History course is offered during the second

'period (45 minutes) each-school day in a regular classroom (dif-

ferent from the classroom used for 1ST English). The students sit

at neatly arranged tables. The teacher's desk is located in a

back corner of the room. Most students begin their work immedi-

ately upon arriving in class. A few others need a little encour-

agement from the supervising teacher to get strted, but once

started they seem io spend most of the class in concentrated work.

The printed materials and lndiladual student folders are located

on book shelves near the teacher's desk. The cassette tapes are



located in a file drawer. The cassette tape recorders and head-
.

phones are shared with the students enrolled in English and

Developmental Reading. There seemed to be no central location

for.storing this cassette material. The students seem to typi-

cally have to look for it at the beginning of each class. It is

usually found in the classroom used for IST English or the resource

center. The Alaska History students must go to the resource center,

-directly across the hall from their classroom, to use the computers.

When they are ready to use the computer; students ask the super-

vising teacher's permission and then proceed .to the resource center

if a computer is available.

Two students could not fit Alaska History in o their schedule

during the second period. One stude4 works in the e'source center

on his own during a 45 minute period in the afternoon. The other

student works alone in the same room as the other Alaska History

students during the supervising teacher's preparation period. The

teacher is typically near by if this student needs any help.

The IST Developmental Reading course is offered during the

sixth period (45 minutes) each school day in the learning resourde

center. The students pick up the materials they will need for

their work on a particular day from their supervising teacher and

take it to 'the resource center. For the most part, these students

are unsupervised. Their supervising teacher is busy teaching a

Liteiature class during this period so she is not available to

assist the students. The librarian and the aide provide whatever

help the Developmental Reading students need, although these stu-

dents generally seemed hesitant to ask for it. These students

have relatively easy access to the computers since both the stu-



dents and the computers are located in the resource center.

The learning resource center at this site plays a major

role in the operation of the IST courses. Two APPLE computers

used by the'IST students are located in a small isolated corner

of the resource center. The diskettes for each student and course,

and the necessary, written materials are.located on shelves along a

wall above the computers. All students enrolled in Developmental

Reading and one student in Alaska History work in the resource

center during their scheduled class period. All other students

enrolled in Alaska History, and all students in English move:back

and forth between their classroom and the resource center to use

the computers during theii scheduled class periods. The aide

supervises the students while they use the computers. The'librar-

ian stated that the location of the computers in the resource

center has not been a distraction, in fact, it has increased the

non-IST use of the resource center.

Computer Component

The computers located in the learning resource center are

accessible to students and teachers at any time during the school

day. The students enrolled in the IST courses ube the computers

during their class periods and a few non-IST students work with

some MECC programs at other times, but the computers are- essen-

tially unused during the remainder of the school day. The part-

time principal is very concerned about the efficient use of the

computers. He feels they need to be in use all day at the site

for their cost to be justified. Expanded use of thd, computers

in the immediate future at this site however seems unlikely.

The librarian presently uses portions of the "With the
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Works" text from the IST Developmental Reading course to show

students how to use the resource center and will recommend using
ft

the entire IST program (including the computer) related to these

portions of the teXt next year. She, however has no background

in the use of the computer and, although interested4 has not had

or taken the time to become familiar Tdith it. Second-hand reports

indicate she is more enthusiastic than most other teachers. These

other teachers may be mildly interested, but nixie feel they have
-

the time to learn about how, the use of the computer can enhance

their Instruction. Unless time.is set aside by the administra

tion for the teachers to specifically work with 'the computer, it

, seems unlikely computer use willancrease. The future effect of

this situation may be a decrease, rather than an increase, in the

use of IST materials at this site.

Course Content

The Supervising teacher with one and one-half years experi-

ence using the IST courses has noticed areas of weakness in the

IST Alaska History and English courses. She feels the instruc-

tion provided in the Alaska History course is very good but her

main concern is that the students spend nearly twenty weeks com-

pleting Unit I and receive no feedback unti.l the end of the Unit

test. She feels the computer activities do not provide sufficient

feedback to let the students know how successfully they are mas-

tering the course content. She has constructed several tests to

be completed by her Alaska History students as they progress

through Unit I, to overcome this deficiency. She considers visual

instruction in an Alaska History course important but does not'

recommend the addition of more visual material as a priority be-



cause she feels there is sufficient vitual stimulation, particu-

larly in the Alaska Native books. However, she does supplement

the course with numerous pictures and a few films. In addition,

she commented that the Unit tests only require the student to re-

call information. The tests essentially do not require compre-

hengion, application, analysis, or evaluation of the information.

This teacher mentioned two deficiences in the 1ST English

course. The first is the lack of a sufficient emphasis on writing

skills. To overcome this, she instituted required written assign-

ments for all students to complete each week in addition to their

other 1ST English work. The p esent supervising teacher for 1ST

English, has continuedto require these written assignments. Stu-

dent comments suggested that the students enjoy these written

assignments, particularly the "pen pal" aspect of them.

The second deficiency in the 1ST English course is the lack

of integration of the course, content. The former teacher feels

instruetion on content is provided in isolation, without much

effort to integrate the content into some unified whole. She had

attempted to overcome this deficiency by giving lectures at

specific points in the course to summarize and tie together the

content for ths students. She feels these lectures were effective,

but the ptesent supervising teacher has not continued them; it is

not clear why he discontinued this practice, but it may be due to

his lack of expertise in teadhing English.

Summary

Three 1ST courses have been implemented at this site and

their operationenefits the school as well as the students. The

school is able to offer courses in which they may not have iateach-



er available who has training in the needed content area. The

students have greater'flexibility in selecting courses for their

class schedule. Also, with the great emphasis at this site'on

extracurricular activities - resulting in extended periods of time

away from classes -.the IST courses are ideal. Ncm-IST students
I-

miss lectures when they are away from classes, possibly putting

these students behind their classmates in'learning the course con-

tent. ItT students, On the Other hand, generally have no lectures

to miss. The individualized self-paced nature of the IST course

permits these students to progress.through the content whether in

a classroom or On a bask6tball trip. Although the computer com-
.

ponent of the courses would not'be available to the students when

they are away from classes, the IST students dO hot miss cover.age

of important concepts and information. The multicomponent aspect

of the IST courses insures coverage of these important concepts

and information in the other (non-computer) components. Although

problems have arisen at this site for IST students who have missed

class time-due to extracurricular activities, the problems could

possibly be overcome if the supervising teachers and the students

would mutually agree to the completion of a certain amount of work

in the courses while away from class. This could possibly minimize

the loss cl valuable school time for the students and provide some

continuity to their learning experience.

The'supervising teachers are enthusiastic about the potential

uses of IST at this site. In addition to the presently available

IST courses, they would like to see made available more specialized

courses in academic areas in which too few students have an inter-

. est to warrant the scheduling of a regular class. The students
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generally expressed a preference for 1ST-like courses over trad-

itionally conducted courses. The part-time prindipal is'less

enthusiastic about the future use of 1ST at the site. He seemed

vy concerned about the costs associated with thee courses. He

also seemed skeptical that students were receiving as good instruc-

tion in an'IST course as they would in a regular course. His

attitude generally seemed to be that 1ST courses Would be used

at this site in times of staffing or scheduling problems but the

cost-benefit could not justify their use in a regular classroom

setting by a teacher with expertise in the content area. This

same part-time principal, however, will be recommending the use

of the 1ST courses at the logging schools in his school district

where only one or two teachers are employed. He is satisfied that

the cost of implementing these courses in the logging schools Would

be money well spent.
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SUMMARY OF SITE,VISITS

Althowh separated by extreme physica?. distance, comprised

of students with different cultural backgrounds staffed by pro-

fessionals who differed in

philosophy, and located in

the case studies suggested

some cases, aspects of IST

flexibility. On the other

istics across the sites in

courses.

Types of Schools Using IST

The schooli in this study ranged from very small to relative-

educational background, training, and

settings very different from each other,

successful implementation of 1ST. In

required some unique adjustments and

hand, there were some common character-

the ways that they implemented the IST

ly large (for rural Alaska). They utilized a range of teachi*

strategies from individualized instruction to traditional depart,-

mentalized secondary programs. Buildings also varied from small

modular buildings to modern school structures. In general, a

"typical" type of school was not seen in the site visits. Each

site setting and physical structure was somewhat unique.

Role of IST in the School

There was some variation of the role IST seemed to play among

the schools' programs. At Site I, IST was used to individualize

instruction. This fit with the'philesophy of the program, but

also'permitted the teacher more time and flexibility to engage in

other classroom activities., At Site II, IST was used as part of

a larger program, involving individualized instruction and use of

a computer for instruction. At Site III, IST was used when there

were too few students Am need of a course to warrant offering it

in the more usual way. Also it permitted students to be placed in



a program appropriate to their educational needs. At ,Site IV, IST

was used because it permitted more flexibility.in class scheduling

and eliminated requirements for hiring school personnel not justi-

fied by enrollment. In general IST was used to facilitate indiv-

idualized instruction, provide flexibIlity and diversity in coiirse

offerings and as a cost-effective alternative to traditional

metkods of instruction:

Acceptance of IST

Although there were differences.among administrators and

teachers, and variationsinetween courses and course components,

IST generally Seemed well-received. In some cases it was prefer-

red to what.already existed. Its flexibility, and ability to free

'the teacher tO attend to other things was viewed pOsitively. How-
.

ever, there were some ipecific complaints. For example, other

types Of courses than those developed were sometimes viewed`as

deserving hiqher priority. Packaging problems, courseware prOblems

and dissatisfaction with the audio component were mentioned as con-

cerns.

However, observations indicated that teachers and students

were enthusiastic about the courses. Further, the IST eqpipment

and materials were generally used by teachers and students it tiie

ways that were intended.

The Role and Expertise of the Teacher

The role of the supervising teacher varied in accordance with

the setting and program at each site. Nevertheless, all teachers

were primarily expected to manage learning, maintain records of

students' performance and manage the scheduling and operation of

the computer. At Site IV record-keeping for all courses was pro-



vided by one teacher who was relieved of some duties to,do this

task.

Programming and computer maintenance at some sites was

assisted by spouses of the supervising telachers. This did not -

'reflect a lack of expertise of 'these teaChers, but rather the

collaborative nature of spouse teams, at rural-sites. An adequate
.-*

degree of expertise in programmed instruction, and use of computers

and technology was shared by all supervising teachers, with only

one exception. This one teacher was'assigned outside of his area

of expertise, in terms of the IaT course taught.. Most teachers

were either certified or had some training in areas they taught.

The Use of Aides

Sites II and IV used aidei to assist with IST. Generally,

the aide gave assistance where management could not be efficiently

provided by the teacher. Nevertheless their roles were different

at each site. At Site II the aide's role was piimarily clerical.

She saw that materials were available, monitored assignments and

made sure required work was completed.

At Site IV, where the computer was housed in a separate area,

the aide,primarily supervised computer use. In addition, she re=

corded student progress and grades, provided materialt and, on

occasion, volunteered assistance to students in content areas.

The need for aides appeared dependent on the size of the

popaation, space considerations and-the specifiC needs of the

staff and students, as well as the level of expertise of the aide..

Generally, there were aides where the teachers had greater respon-..

sibility for larger numbers of students, other courses, or equip-
,

ment.
1



Location Of IST in the School

In Sites I and II all IST materials were storedopin the class-
,

rooms where the.students worked'. At Site's III.and IV IST students

worked in different rooms. ..At Site IV more than one classroom was

used and the computer was housed in a different area.

Differences in location-of IST programs, courseware, and

, materials appeared to ieflect the size of the school and the nature

of the total progra'm. Thus, four separate patterns were Eiresented.

each reflecting characteristics of the school rather than differ-

ences in philosophy. No single model peaked superior to.the

others.

When-space allocation had to be Modified, it appeared to be

accomplished efficiehtly., For .example, even when location of IST

,was oUtside the classroom at Site IV, the experience of the stu-

dent in this individualized program was similar to what would have

been the case at other sites.

Access to Materials and Computers

Whether or.not materials were neatly stored and readily

accessible at each site, student ability todobate materials was

not a problem.

At Site, II, and III', the computer was housed in the'

classroom; at Site I it was isolated by cabine'ts; at Site II it

was isolated within a.learning center and separated from other

aptivities by'a relatively large space. At Site III the small

space allotted ana the central location of the television screen

tight.have been a distraction to other students. At Site IV 'the

computer was housain a le'arning4resource center outside of the

students4 clasSroom. Supervisidn was provide&bi, the librarian
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and the aide, particularly when the Developmental Reading course

was scheduled.

Access to the computer was never a problem at any site.

Generally, the computer was under-utilized, partially because it

was used by IST students during specific periods. Other creative

uses of the computer were occurring, such as at Site II where

students worked on computer projects. Some sites used the computer

for other'courses (from MECC, for example).

Recommendations

1. Print mat rials could be better packaged in hard

cover bo s with perforated pages to be removed

and inserted ip loose-leaf binders for the

students.

2. An alternative form of shipping materials should

be deyeloped for schools lacking space and storage

areas. X Possible design might be strong cardboard

or plastic pre-packaged modular itorage units, with

labeled sections for audio tapes'and print materials,

similar to a number of commercial packages (i.e., '

Peabody Language Iiitg).

3. The teacher's manual Should address flexible ways to

adapt IST in schools. Some suggested topics for such

a manual aref (a) homework using print materials and

readings, particularly for stuclents who go away on

trips or who may.be out.of sghcbl for mOre than a

brief period, (b) increased use of projects and other

activities-that permit small group instruction and

interaction between students and inStructors,



4

'

(c) trouble shooting and other "tips" developed

by ekperienced 1ST teachers to dealwith problem-

-atic components and to enhance-motivation of

% students.

4. When an iide is used

role is recommended.

in ,clerical functions,

A

specific training for this
k

This would inclu e training

such es record-ieeping,
. ,..--

grading, monitoring of student progress, and

equipment usage.

4ste
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SUMMARY AND AECOMMENDATIONS

In general, it can be said that the FY81 pilot study gave a

fair test of the implementation of the IST model in rural Alaskan
4

settings. This conclusion is justifiedfor two reasons. First,

the students at the sites appeared representative of rural Alaskan

students in terms Of ASAT scores and other variables. Second, a

variety of differences were found across the sites, among them,

use of aides, placement of the computer in the school, physical

characteristics of the school, pthilosophy of teaching, and region-

al and cultural differences. Yet, the IST model remained fairly .

well-intact, with the individualized nature of the program, the

megolia options1'and the course sequence4generally maintained

throughout.

From the perspective of student motivation, the most signi-
.

ficant aspect of the yourses seemed to be the 6ense of indepen-
.

' -16dence the student ga :1Jcps an individualized program, and the

motivational quality of the computerized instruction. Students

generally felt-the computer activities were enjoyable despite -

the drill and-practice nat4re of most of the exercises. Another'

point relating to student motivation was the lack of group activ-'

'ities. At some sites, particularly predominantly native ones,'

students tendedto become more entluthiasticsand lively when they

were working in groups. Yet,-group activities are not.encouraged

by the IST model.

Although the. udents en5oyed working at the computer, there
s\

wasUme evidepce fromauditAail patterns that they did not know .

how to utilize feecipack about their performance from the computer.'

This suggests that students would be,reluctant to attribute theik

(78)
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learning'success to a machine. Yet, of the variables of attribu-

-tion s*tudied, nonepredicted success ioetter than the entry skills

measured by the ASAT and the pre-course tests. Im fact, none of

the attribution variables (Second Site Visit Forms 3, 5, 6, 8)

correlated substantially with student .performance in the present

study. Perhaps the emphasis on peer group activities in some of

the cultures represented at the rural sites inhibits attribution

for success in individualized programs. That is the'individu-

alized nature pf he IST program would logically reduCe the like-

lihood thatea student would attribute his or her success to a

teacher, Or other outside influence. Further, using Kleinfeld's

(1974) typology of teaching style, there was very little varia-
,

tion'among the IST teachers.

Teachers had a favorable attitude toward IST. It seems

likely that if the IST programs were ndt available, either the

courses would not have been offered to the students, or the

teachers would have had to gather materials and integrate them

into'courses on.their own. Thus, a strength of the IST programs,

\from the teachers perspective, was that they were already avail-

able for use with individuals and small groups of students and

freed the teacher to do other duties-.

Teachers seemed to be able to'operate IST with the training

given. Supervision for students did' not go beyond the require-

ments of other individualized programs. Most teachers, therefore,

had no difficulty supervising the courses. However, more training

in user-maintenance of hardware'probably woul44 have been useful

to the supervising teachers at some sites.

There was some evidence that scOools should be better.pr2)



pared for the amount of material and equipment that go with IST.

Sufficient open shelf and storage space should be provided, and

equipment must be set up with an adequate area for the children

to work. Further, the teacher-student ratio seems to depend on

the role of the teacher in the school, the availability of an

aide, the number of'students enrolled, and other characteristics

of the educational program and facilities atit local site.

While the courses were generally effective, with a powerful

media design, the instructional design seemed lacking in clarity.

Further,the best predictors of 'progress in the courses generally

were the ,skill levels of the students when they began IST study. .

Finally, revisions to each course are recommended, primarily con-

aerning atdio tapes,'reading levels, and matching medil options

to course objective more efficiently.

The IST model seems highly cost effective when compared to '

the'cost4of providing individualized instruction to a Iew students

at a rural site by other methods. The courses will become even

more cost 'effective as they become more widely used. This is

because of the amortization of development costs over a larger

group of students.

In conclusion, the FY81 pilot study-suggested-t-hat -the:four

course implementation was generally successful in. the 25 sites.

This report focused on 27 questions related to'the students,

teachers, settingsr courses, and cost of IST implemehtation. With

respect to each question, recommendations yere made for contin-
,

uing or ,improving the IST courses. A summary of the major reCom-'

mendations'of the site visitynd evaluation report folioWs:

,



Major Recommendations Regarding:

A. Students

1. An investigation into the reasons for the lack of signi-

ficant. improvement in performance of'students in Units
h.

4

II, III, and VI in English should be.undertaken.

2. The data suggested emphasis should be on educational diag-

nostic criteria for placement in IST courses rather than

using grade.or age criteria.

3. In diagnosing basic skills, mathematics application and

reading comprehension tests should be emphasized.

4. The IST students in the rural sites can be considered

muCh like other students in more_accessible or larger

school settings.

Se A large number of IST students seem to be capable of

Arking independently, at least part of the time, with

the course materials. Therefore, this should be empha-

sized for efficient use of teacher time.and incorporated

in the teacher-training procedures.

6. Data suggest that IST would be useful in locations where

student attendance is irregular or seasonal. Further,

it seems worthwhile to apply the IST model to more courses

in the future.

Teachers

1. The regional supervisor should visit each site early in

the school year (October may be a good month) to smooth

"rougb spots at each site, anticipate problem areas

and offer solutions, and act as a general resource po the

IST teacher.



2. A more complete user's manual is recommended. The man-
.

Nual should include guidelines for setting up the class-

room, administering the course, motivating students,

alternating sequences of activities, managing student

learning, and record-keeping. In addition to the hard-
.

ware information already included trouble-shooting

techniques for teachers should be given.

3. Training meetings.for teachers and school personnel are

recommended to be held three times a year. In the Spring

Workshop, administrators and teachers would be fathiliar-

ized with the courses,.ordering information, etc.. The

Late Summer Workshop would be attended by new 1ST teachers

and experienced ones who wish to have a review of organ-

izing managing and administering IST courses. A Mid-

Year Workshop would include seminars on new products,

simple maintenance, exchanging information, and feedback

to DOE.

4. The IST supervising teacher should be physically present

in the same location as the students working on the course

materials.

5. The ratio of students to. Eeacher does not seem to be cri-

tical Tdithin certain limits. However, as a general guide-

line, it is recommended that seven IST students per teacher

(or aide) per course be considered a full load for an IST

teacher. Further, this can be adjusted up or down depend-

inq on the role of the teacher at the site, the presence

of ,an aide and other considerations.

6. Teachers should permit students the freedom to become



familiar with the routine of the 1ST courses, so that

they (the students) can,become relatively self-sufficient'

.7,t'

in the learning process.

7. Teachers who felt better prepared to handle classrooms

in which several different kinds of activities were going

on simultaneously, and those who reported priorexperience

with audio tapes seemed to obtain better post-course test

performance.from their students. Therefore, classroom

management training.for individualizing education func-

tioning within a classroom in which diverse activities

iA large and small voups are.going on, and attention,

to classroom use of audio tapes should be parts of the

pre-service training for 1ST, teachers.

8. When an aide is used, specific tiaining for this role is

recommended. This would include training in clerical

functions,such as record-keeping, grading, monitoring of

student ,progress and equipment usage.

C. Stting

I. The %criteria for selecting scho.as to participate in the

FY81 "pilot study should be part of the bases for recom-

mending the courses for wider usage.

2. Local sites should be given realistic estimates ct the

number of items to be stored and the storage space re-

quired for 1ST. Also, they should be given guidelines

for storage of delicate materials (i.e., warnings about

staring disktttes near television screens, or allowing

diskettes to bend or get wet).

3. There should be some form of back-up tystem in local



districts to replace hardware when it is malfunctioning

until it is reipaired.

Courses

1. The sequence of instruction in the Alaska History course

may require6revision. Consideration should be given to

placing Unit II later'in the course, perhaps to come

after the present Unit IV.

2. For courses in which reading comprehension is an impor-

tant prerequisite (see Final Audit Trail Report, Smith"

& Gohs), supplementary audio learning experiences and

"mathematical-logical" teaching methods and computer

graphics should be employed for the benefit of students

with poor reading comprehension skills.

3. The media options should not be reduced in future plan-

ning for IST, however, Visuals should be added. This

does not necessarily require expensive video tapes or

films be created. Visuals can also %include cartoons,

pictures, maps, charts, and other less expensive options.

The question of how much of a course must be comlaleted

for credit to be awarded May be a general problem-in

Alaska, and not just specific to IST. If there are gen-

erally recognized standards for-curricula, IST courses

need only be compared to them. Without such standards,

however, DOE should offer some guidance in this area.

5. Since much instruction in academic subjects is cumulative,

and Is based on students attainment of prior skill and

knowledge, some guidance should be given about the les-

sons/activities/units that are most essential for com-



pletion by students if they are to study more advanced

topics.

6. All four courses were viewed as integrated to some degree.

HOwever, when they are revised the courses should be

carefully reviewed to insure that all of the components

support the objectives.

7. Some decision should be made about how long students work

on an instructional activity. Further, some considera-

tion should be given to the type of activity and themedia

option.employed in a lesson. For example, a student may

only be able to perform a computer drill for about 10

minutes with some effectiveness. On the other hand, a

"hands-on" learning project might usefully occIlloy a stu-

dent for 40 minutes or more.

8. Dog should review points on integration covered in the

Mast Report (ESD, 1980). It is not uncommon for an activ-

ity to confuse the student by presenting competing or in-

appropriate tasks or media options. For example, picto-

rial images are fostered by tapes or readings in places

where the presentation of pictures wou eve been more

effective.

9. The audio tapes should be revised to make them more inter-

esting since the evaluation data suggest they are effec-

tive teaching eids particularly for students who are

relatively less skilled.readers. Increasing the inter-

active nature of,the tapes, adding pictures to student,

materials to illustrate whaf is being said on the tapes,

and paying more attention to training teachers in the use
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of audio tapes are suggested ways of making ,the audio

component more °accepted.

10. The importance of entry math skills to performance-in

the English course and entry reading skii1S,to perfor7

mance in Alaska History should be investigated. It,mair,

be that a large number of rural students do not have the ,

requisite skills to begin these programs and perform

successfully.' Thus, revision, amendme4t or addition of

activities for students with lower levels of basic skills

might be appropriate.

11. It might be worthwhile to integrate media options,thore.

For example, a student might be told to listeh to an

audio tape by the computer. The tape would tell the stu-

dent to find things in some pictures or a story, and type

them into the Apple II to solve a probleth in an'factivity.

This kind of integration of media might lead'to better

attention rates and more learning.
var

12. Each course should be reviewed for readability of the

materials. In every course, but particularly Alaska His-

tory, some printed materials are too difficult. The

readability of materials should be no higher than about

7th to 8th grade level. Until adjustments can be made,

it might make the dourses more effective at some sites

if they were used with Older students, or those who score

well on.s.-tandardized reading tests.

13. Although the IST- model seems to'be reasonably'well ac-

cepted, the, level of acceptance does not appear...to be

uniform for all courses and components. Therefore;
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teachers might be surveyed to.determineswhether compo-

nents and courses they rated as:less preferred were'so

rated because of less need for them, or because pf de-

sign.problems, classroom management problems, student

acceptance, or other influences..

14. Revision and up-date of courses should include consider- .

ation ot teacher,and student comments and preferences

regarding the courges and their components.

15. In the revision,of the IST cbmputer component, more kinds

of options for adaptive instruAive and HELP framesshould

be provided.. These should be designed to be response-
,

guided. That is; when a stUdent provides a correct re-
.

sponse, the computer will automatically go to a higher

level similar activity, or Move on to a completely new.

, activity. A wrong response would trigger a HELP frame

appropriate for,tfie kind 'of error the response,represents.

16. Greater use should be made of graphic capabilities pf'he

Apple II computer.

1 . The interactive nature of instructional frtmes should be ;

emphasized.

18. Efforts should be made to 'reduce the'importance of the

supervisory disk. In additfon to adding'considerable

wear-and-tear to disk drives, the supervisory component

of the computer course had the greatest maintenance and,

, operational problems in the system during FY81.° Further,

..one less disk drive would render the lirdware less e*pen-,

sive for the local district to purchase.

19. Print materials might be better packaged in hard cover



books with perforated pages to be removed and inserted

in binders for the students.

20. An alternative form of shipping materials should be

developed for schools lacking space and storage areas.

21. A manual of information could be developed for adminis-

trators and-supervising teachers giving guidelines on

implementing 1ST. Among other things, desirable teacher-
,

student ratios could be discussed under various kinds of

settings (i.e., large school, small school, aide present,

one or several courses operating, several teachers invol-

ved, etc.).

22. Guidelines for teacher7student ratio under various set-

tings should be included with-the ordering materials that

are sent to administrators.

23. The IST.teaclier guides should contain suggestions for or-

ganizing the classroom and placing hardware in the most

advantageous places.

24. The teacher's manual should address flexible ways toadapt

1ST, such as: 1) the development of homework assignments

using print materials and.readings, particularly for stu-

dents who are away on trips or who may be out of school

for more than a brief period; 2).increased ute of projects

. and other activities that Permit small group.instruction

anti interaction between students and instructors; 3) trou-

ble-shooting ideas and other 'tips" developed by exper-

ienced 1ST teachers.

.25. Another aspect to consider in the courses is cognitive

level being addressed by instruction objectives, activ-
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itiesi and tests. In many cases, higher-ordeecognitive

skills are called for in the objectives, but are not pre=

sent in the instruction. For example, an objective re-
.

quiring the student "to describe" is accomplished through

a series of "analysis".activities: The student is then

asked t "identify" on the test. This is common in all

four courses:.

26% Greater emphasis on higher level.cognitive patterns should

be built into the courses in general, but the computer

exercises espepiallly. Tfie-instructional model should be

further developed (NWREL.IST -Design Report), to better

integrate cognitive lev,els into media selection, course

design, and objective specification.

27. Implementing many of the recommendations for IST course

improvement in this evaluation will require a more ade-

quate instructional desi4n be,Constructed. It is recom-

mended that a cognitive.information=processing model be

used as a basis since this would be very compatible with

computerized instruction. Further, for the affective

and motivation aspects, a causal attribution approach

might be uti,lized.

28. The development of an instructional model should take

into consideration existing IST materials.and programs

and the culture of the rural Alaska students to whom the

courses are directed.

29. The-instructional design.should specify the purposes for

use of each, media option. Further, it should include'a

guide-for the curriculum designer to insure correspondence
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between objectives, learning processes, learning .out-

comes, and selectedomedia options.

30: Two things should be clear from the above recommendations

regarding the four courses implemented during the FY81

pilot study:

1) The. four IST courses achieved sante measure of

succesp.

The four IST courses are in need of revision,

improvement, and up-grading.

E. Costs

1. The IST courses would be cost-etfectiVe when they are

used by a large number of students. Therefore, it is --

recommended that publicity efforts be concentrated on

enrolling as manStudents as can be effectively managed

from rural sites.

2. A small study Of learner-efficiency might be conducted

which woulcloompare students learning a particular set

of objectives in IST and in other course materials. Al-

though present data are convincing that the IST model s

Cost-effective from an economy-of-funds perspective,there

is no real evidence that learning is differentially ef-

fected by the model. This question should be balanced

against cost. It may very well be that IST results in

-better learning as well as being cheaper for rural dis-,

tricts to operate.

3. DOE ghould investigate alternative models of teacher

training to reduce costs. Some ideas that might be worth

investigating are:



a) Use of the Electronic Mail System (EMS);

b) Use of local site people as resources;

) Several small riegional training sessions rather

than a couple of large ones in Anchorage, Juneau,

and/or Fairbanks;

d) Better use of teacher guides;

e) A "hot line" through EMS or the phone system for

trouble-shooting.

f) Development of a training package including in-

structional diskettes that use the power of the

computer to train teachers ih its use. This

could be done through traditional computer liter-

acy packages plus speci

rials developea for IST.

(91)
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APPENDIX A

For Tabies A.6 to A.10:
1. % Gain=MeanaDifference/(1.00-Pre-Course Mean

2. * .05
** FK.01

*** "fl< .001



TABLE A:1

ALASKA STATEWIDE ACHIEVEMENT TEST (ASAT)

SUMMARY STATISTICS

ALL . STUDENTS ENROLLED IN
IST ALASKA

SUBTESTS - STUDENTS. HISTORY ENGLISH,
DEVELOPMENTAL

READING-
'GENERAL.

.MATH

Math Computation (Perfect Score = 36)

Mean* 18.4 19.5 16.4 18.0 16.3
Std. Dev. 7.5 7.5 7.0 7.2 6.7

291 71 60 107 110

Math Application (Perfect Score = 66).

Mean* 32.6 35.0 32.0 32.0 30.1
Std. Dev. 11.2 12.7 10.6 10.1 11.1
N 290 71 60 107 110

Reading Comprehension (Perfect Score = 45)

Mean* 23.5 24.6 23.1 23.1 22.1
Std. Dev. 8.4 9.3 7.7 8.0 8.0
N 285 69 59 107 101

Reading Word Identification (Perfect Score = 39)

Mean* 28.1 29.5 27.2 28.2 26.3
Std. Dev. 7.1 6.2 6,9 7.2 7.3
N 275 61 59 104 95

a,

*Number of questions answered cortectly
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. TABtE A.2

ALASKA HISTORY PRE-COURSE TEST SUMMARY STATISTICS

UNIT.

NO.,OF
STUDENTS

PERFECT
SCORE /MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION MIN ,MAX,'

75 4 1.77 1.37

II 75 4 . 0.99 0.76

III 75 8 2.08 1.51

IV 75 4 1.43 1.04

V 75 4 2.09 1.02 . 4
-

..

OVERALL 75. 24 8.36 3.34 1 16

TABLE A.3

ENGLISH PRE-COURSE TEST-SUMMARY TATISTICE.

UNIT
NO. OF
STUDENTS

PERFECT
SCORE MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION MIN . MAX

I 61 7 4.11* 1.71 0 7

II 61 3 2.48 0.85 0 3

III 61 3 1.59 0.64 0 3

IV 61 3 1.70 0.80 0 3

V 61 3 1.74 0.83 0 3

VI 61 3 1.54 0.74 0 3

SEMESTER I: 61 22 13.16 3.50 3 20

VII 61 3 1.23 0.82 0 3

VIII 61 3 1.44 0.81 0 3

IX 61 3 2.28 . 0.73 0 3

X 61 3 1.26 1.05 0 3

XI 61 3 1.13 0.64 0 3

XII 61 8 2.67 1.42 0 6

SEMESTER II: 61 23 10.02 3.20 3 18

OVERALL .61 45 23.18 5.65 9 .33
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TABLE A.4

DEVELOPMENTAL READING PRE-COURSE TEST SUMMARY STATISTICS

SUBTESTS ,

NO. OF.
STUDENTS

PERFECT
SCORE MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION MIN MAX

WORD IDENTIFICATION' 107 10 7.62 2.12 3 10

COMPREHENSION 107 40 17..81 5.66 2 36

STUDY AND RESEARCH 104 40 23.49. 7.89 5 38

LITERARY UNDERSTANDING
AND APPRECIATION 104 10 3,79 2.51 0 10

OVERALL 104 100 52.75 15.00 15 89

TABLE A.5

GENERAL MATH PRE-COURSE TESTSUMMARY STATISTICS

CHAPTER
NO. OF
STUDENTS

PERFECT
SCORE MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION MIN MAX'

I 99 12 7.95 1.81 2 12

II 99 7 4.14 1.52 1 7

III 99 7 2.53 1.57 0 6

IV 96 9 3.77 2.11 0 8

SEMESTER I: 87 35 18.34 5.13 7 31

V 90 8 2.48 1.75 0 6

VI 90 7 1.77 1.41 0 5

VII 90 7 1.36 1.al 0 6

VIII 87 8 2.86 2.04 0 7

IX 87 5 1.63 1.17 0 4

SEMESTER II: 87 35 10.13 5.41 0 23

OVERALL 87 30 26.47 ;7'8.69 9 52
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TABLE A.6

ALASKA HISTORY PRE-COURSE AND POST-COURSE

PAPER-AND7PENCIL TESTS SUMMARY STATISTICS

NO, OF NO. CT PRE-COURSE POST-COURSE MEAN %
.

UNIT- ITEMS STUDENTS MEAN % MEAN % DIFFERENCE % GAIN .t-VALUE

I 4 43 4.4.2 71.5 27.3 48.9 5.14***

II 4 43 26.2 35.0 ,8.8 11.9 1.83

III 8 -43 28.8 51.5 22.7 31.8 5.97***

IV 4 43' 37.8 46.5 8.7 14.1 1.83

V 4 43 52.2 64.5 12.3 25.7 2.97**

OVERALL 24 43 .36.3 53.4 17.1 26.8 8.03***

TABLE A.7

ENGLISH PRE -COURA AND POST-COURSE

PAPER-AND-PENCIL TESTS- SUMMARY STATISTICS

NO. OF NO. OF PRE7COURSE POST-COURSE MEAN %
UNIT 'ITEMS STUDENTS MEAN % MEAN % DIFFERENCE * GAIN t7VALUE

I 7 43 59.9 77.7 17.8 44.8 3.87***

II 3 Os 79-.0 80.0. 1.0. 3.2 0.20

III 3 43 53.3 52.6 70.7 -1.4 -0.18

IV 3 43 58.0 69.0 11.0 26.2 2.39*

V 3 43 57.3 77.7 20.4 46.9 4.05***

VI 3 43 53.3 57.3 4.0 0.6 0.90

SEMESTER : 22 43 60.1 70.6 10.5 26.2 5.01***

VII 3 . 43

VIII 3. 4.3
,

IX 3 43

X 3 43

XI .3 43

:XII 8 43
4

41.0 33.3 -7.7 -13.0 -2.23*

45.0 58.0 13.0 24.2 2.52*

78.3 76.7. -71.6 77.7 -0.42

45.7 51,0 5.3 9.S 1..10,
-

38.0 37.3 -0.7 -1.1 70.21

32.0 45.0 13.0 19.3 4.00***

SEMESTER 2: 23 43 43.5. 49.1 5.6 10.0 3.23**

OVERALL 45 43 51.6 59.6 8.0 16.5 6.34***
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TABLE AO.

DEVELOPMENTAL REAUNG PRE7COURSE AND pOST-COURSE

PAPER-AND-PENCIL TESTS SUMMARY STATISTICS

SUBTEST
NO. OF
ITEMS

NO. OF
STUDENTS

PRE-COURSE
MEAN t

POST-COURSE
MEAN %

MEAN 4
DIFFERENCD % GAIN t-VALUE

WORD
IDENTIFICATION 55 10 77.8 85.5 7.7 34.2 3,17**

COMPREHENSION 55 '40 .46.4 55.6
..

9.2 17.2 . 4.66***

STUDY fi

RESEAACH 52 40 60.7 72.2 11.5 29.3 6.31***
a

LITERARY
UNDERSTANDING
&APPRECIATION 2 10 , 41.0. -57.3 16.3 27.6 453***.

OVERALL 52 100 54.8' 4 64.9 10.1 22.4 7.06***

*ABLE A.9

GENERAL'MATH PRE-COURSE AND POST-COURSE
. t

PAPER-AND-PENCIL TESTS SUMMA/Y STATISTICS

CHAPTER'
VO, OF
ITEMS

12

7

7

9

SEMESTER 1: 35

V 8

-VI 7

VII 7

VIII 8

IX 5

SEMESTER 2: 35

0VERtLL 70

NO. OF- PRE=COURSE POST-COURSE MEAN %
STUDENTS MEAN % MEAN % DIFFERENCE

77 65:9 70.6 4.7
.0--

17 58.4 64.4 6i0.

77. -asoas -.T...50.3 15.0

74 39.3 48.8 9.5

74 51.7 7.6

'68 29.8 36.0. 6.2

68 24.9 27.7 .2.8

68 17.9 ) 20.4 2.5

65 :32.2 / ' 32.1 -0a
. 65 31.4 30.8 -.-0.6

,% GAIN t-NALUE

13.7 2.13*

14.4 2.24*

23.2 4.81***

15.6 3.05**

15.7 4.27***

65 27.3 29.7 2.4

-657.77739-.2 44.6 5.4

8.9 '1.69

4.0 0.90 .

3.1 0.80

-0.4 -0.05

-0.9 -0.17.

3.3 1.08

8.9 3.67***
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TABLE A.10
4r.

CORRELATIONS OF. PkE-COURSE TEST SCORES

WITH POST-:COURSE TEST SCORES,. AND FIRST OTER PARTIAL

CORRELATIONS 01; ASAT)9UTEST SCORES,,AGE,-AND

GRADE LEVEL,WITH PO -COURSE TEST SCORES WITH

PRE -gouRst TEST SCORES PARTIALED OUT

POST-COURSE TEST

DEVELOPMENTAL GENERAL
HISTORY ENGLISH ,READING MATH

ZERO-ORDER
CORRELATIONS WITH
PRE-COURSE TESTS .698t*-* .823*** .0.797***0 .600***

Alli,

,First-order Partial Correlations with Pre-Course Test Scores
Partialed Out

SAT
+
SubtestS

Math Computation .356* .265 .172 .321*
Math Application .472** .567*** .406** .394**
Reading

Comprehension .446** 5744A* .005 335*
Reading Word

Identification .312 ,.425** -.065 .401**
Age -.064 .079 7.206 -.004
Grade Level -.047 .022 -.182 -.058

+ ASAT = Alaska Statewide Achievement Test
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APPENDIX B

Insruments i thrOugh 8

of

The Second Site Visit Forms



Responses recorded on the eight Second Site Visit instru-

ments provided information on:

1. Characteristics of the schd81 and implementation of the

1ST courses at the evaluation sites;

2. The operation and maintenance of the hardware and soft-

ware at the evaluation sites;

3. Observations of 1ST teachers' and students' classroom

behavior;

4. Characteristics of the community in which 1ST has been

implemented;

5. 1ST students' attitudes towards self and school;

6. 1ST students' attitudes-towards the 1ST courses;

7. General characteristics of the 1ST students; and

8. ST teachers' attitudes towards the 1ST courses.

This information was collected on 25 1ST evaluation sites,

37 1ST supervising teachers and 49 randomly selected 1ST_ students

(2 students from each of 24 sites and 1 student from the 25th

site).

The numbers indicated on each instrument specify either:

1. The frequency of the responses for each alternative to

a question where appropriate;

i2. The mean response and range where appropriate (each mean

is recorded to one decimal place);

3. he ranking of the alternatives where appropriate; or

4. The most frequent responses to the fill-in questions.



Instrument 1

Supervising Teacher:

Site Visitor:

Part 1

Date school opened for classes:

1. Kind of school (check one):

11 K-12

5 High School

0 Middle and Secondary (6-12)

OBSERVATIONS OF IST SITE

3

Site:

Date:

Junior High and High School (7-12)

Junior High only (7-9)

Other:

2. Total number of students in school: 62.8

a) Total number of students in 8th grade:

b) Total number of students

c) Tttal number of students

3. Check the physical characteristics of the room in which IST courses are
conducted that are considered problem areas, or that are less than adequate.

(range: 7 - 189)

6.3 (range: 0 - 22)

(range: 0 - 20)

(range: 0 - 23)

in 9th grade: 7.7

in 10th grade:- 7.6

O Lighting

4 Heating and air conditioning

O . Decoration to make room seem more interesting.

5 Space allocated

5 Noise (describe briefly):

O Furniture (describe briefly):

4. Is there someone in charge of the IST courseware besides the Supervising

Teacher?

8 Yes 17 N

If yes, check each of the following that this

Computets and diskettes

Printed materials

Audio tapes and players

Texts and supplementary materials

4

applies to (for each course)

History
2

English Math Reading

2 2 4 3

2

2

2 4 3

2 4 3



5. Is there an aide, parent, or assisting teacher assigned to help the Super-
vising Teacher with IST?

3 Yes, a paid full-time aide

6 Yes, a paid part-time aide

0 Yes, a parent or unpaid aide

0 Yes, (other)

15 No

6. Official start-up date:

7. In this'community, is it likely that a child's parents will have completed
high school?

7 Yes, very likely for both parents

5 Very likely only for one parent

13 No, not likely for both parents



Part II

'410
Obseivations of IST in a school day

1. How many students were typically using (write number or zero in spaces):

a) Written and workbook materials .4. 1 (range: 0 - 21)

b) Audio tapes 1 1 (range: 0 - 5)

c) Computer exercises 2.3 (range: 0 - 10)

2. Were students using IST materials in ways that.were different from those
intended? (i.e. listening to popular music on the cassette recorders,
taking units out of sequence, using parts of courses, etc.)

2 Yes 17 No

Explain:

3. Were teachers using the IST materials in ways that were not intended by the
designers? (Check as many as appropriate)

'0 Yes, mixing materials from othec courses

0 Yes, using materials on group rather than individual basis

0 Yes, only using parts of courses or lessons

2 Yes,,taking lessons out of sequence

Yes, using IST courseware as secondary materials to.supplement other
curriculum materials or programs

1 Yes, but-not one of the above (explain ):

15 No

4. If the answer was "yes" to C, which IST course(s) were being used in these
"nonstandard" ways. (Check as many as appropriate)

0 Alaska History 0 English

2 Math 1 Reading

. Typical number of students working on IST at one time:

0 One

4 Two

6 Three

8 Four. or more



6. How do students interact with each other while working on 1ST?

9 Not at all on any of it

1 Only on computer exercises

4 Only on workbook exerFises or activities

0 Only on tape exercises

5 Other (explain):

7. How smoothly is the teacher able to manage 1ST?

1 The 1ST courses seem to be difficult for the teacher to manage and

there are great problems getting all of the supervisory functions

completed at this site.

The 1ST courses seem to be difficult for the teacher tomanage but

everything seems to be 4etting done.

The 1ST courses do not seem to be particularly difficult for this

teacher.

10 ,The 1ST courses are managed smoothly and without difficulty by this

teacher.

8. How many Apples are there in the school that are available for 1ST students'.

to use? 1 in 14 sdhools; 2 in 6 schools; .

rio respohse from 5 schools':
9. Does the 1ST supervising teacher have other responsibilities which occupy

them simultaneously when their .1ST students are working?

4 No

1 Yes, teaches another class at the sate time in another room

4 Yes, teaches another class at the same time in the same room

7 Yes, works with other students individually or in small groups

1 Yes, operates the library or provides othO services (i.e.

at the same time

2 Yes, other (explain):



Instrument 2 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Supervising Teacher: Site:

Site Visitor: Date:

For the following, the regional supervisor should check whether any of the
following hardware and aoftware are problem areas. Place a check in the column
labelled "Problem" when that item has raised some difficulty between start-up
and the present site visit. In the next column, indicate the time in. which IST
or some part(s) of it could not be used by students while awaiting repair
or solution. Also note comments as necessary. Where necessary, obtain the
information from the supervising teacfier.

Check if Time waited
problem for repair
since or solution
start-up (DAYS)

Comments

(RANGE).

A. Hardware (Apple II)

1) Malfunctions
. 12'

2) Power outaqes
or inadeqUacies 6

3) Obtaining help
with problem equip. 3

4) Training on equipment-75'-
5) Temperature control

in room containing
Apples 5

6) Security at IST room --1r-
7) Computer problems 3

8) Students have ready
access as needed 0

9) Staff.has ready
access as needed 0,

10) Disc Drive Malfunc-
tion 4

11) Monitor malfunction 0
12) Cables between com-

ponents malfunction 4
13) Other (describe)

B. Software and Diskettes

1) Program diskettes
containing errors

2) Delays in receiving
diskettes by mail

3) Supervisory diskettes
malfunction

7

14

1

9

(104)

23.0 (3 . 31):

25.0

29.5

(14 to 35)

(28 to 31)

1

33.5 (7 to 60)

62.5 (5 to 120)

10.5

19.0

2 9.2

7.0

43.8

(7 to 14)

(7 to .31)

(1 to 120.).

(7 to 7)

114
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Check if
problem
since
start-up

Time waited
for repair
or solution

(DAYS)

Comments

(RANGE)

B. Softwear and Diskettes (Clon't)
0

4) Defective or damaged
diskettes 8 36.8 (3 to 120)

5) Availability of
diskette resupply 6 120.0 (120 to 120)

6) Other (describe)
1

C. Support Functions

1) Late delivery 4 81.0 (42 to 120)
2) Shortages in delivery 28.0 (28 to 28)
3)* Resupply

(i.e. diskettes)
4) Instruction manual
5) Questions for regional

supervisor 4 14.0 (14 to 14)
6) Ordering problems 59.3 (21 to 112)
7) Other (explain)

3.0 (3 to 3)
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS;



Instrument 3 CLASSROOM OBSERVATION SCALE

Supervising Teacher: Site:

Site Visitor: Date:

Amount of time in class:

Names of IST students present during observation (additional on back).

Pal average of 6.6

studeritS present during
I.

obserVations(range:. 1- -17)

Instructions:
--

this instrument was designed to rate teacher and student behaviors. To use

this instrument, raters should be thoroughly familiar with all items before

:visiting the classroom. The instruMent should be dompleted.away from the:site

shortly,after departure. It is important that ratings not be.made in the class-

room because of the uneasiness that could result. Further, it is important to

be able to recall the behaviors to be rated with as high a degree of accuracy as.

possible.

Use the following rating scale to make your ratings of each statement. Please

keep in mind that we are interested in the kind of relationship IST teachers have

with their students, not the traditional teacher. Therefore, think of these items

in terms of the IST setting.

(106)
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Rate the following 16 questions,about clagproom behavior according to the scale
below:

1. Never observed

2. Only rarely observed

3. Occasionally observed

4. Observed fairly often

5. Observed very often

Use the appropriate number to represent a category of ratin0. Ratings.shoUld be
marked in the space to the left of the_item. The Comments section appeating at
the end of each item may be used to claify the,meaning of a rating when you feel
it is necessary.

Rating

4 . 6

2 . 0

3 . 8

Item

1. The teacher relates to the.students in a friendly manner
characterized by informality in communication and flexibility

/ in his or her phydical position in the classroom in relation
to where the students are and what the students are engaged
in doing.

Comments:

2. The teacher's requirements for the students completing their
work seem based on low acadeMic expectations and their is a
lack of firmness and coniistancy in academic ddmands.

Comments:

3. When the students have to explain their work or answer questions
posed to them by the teacher, egey appear relaxed, spontaneous
and,alert.

domments:

2.6 4. The students appear lethargic and disinterested in class activ-
ities.

Comments:



1.4

3.7

a

1.9

4.0

2.0

51 The teacher relates to the students in an impersonal and
informal way characterized by a stern demeanor, use of authority
and a.fixed physical position in the classroom such'ss at or
neir the desk, or in the front of the room.

Comments:

6. The teacher's academic requirements seem based on high academic
expectations, and are communicated in a firm and consistent
manner.

Comments:

7. Ohen the students are talked to by the teacher in large or small
groups or individually, they seem to become humiliated, embar-
rassed, tense or rigid, or they Withdraw-into silehce.

Comments:

8. The qtudents are generally occupied and involved with activities
and appear active and busy.

Comments:

The teacher communicates to the students with enthusiasm, often
smiles and stays in close physical proximity to them.

Comments:

10. The teacher responds with disregard of students' responses and
the students are allowed to evade the required behavior or the
teacher is permissive.

Comments:

11. The students have free access to teachers and materials and
students work together cooperatively: -sharing, comparing and
frequently smiling.

Comments:.
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2 . 6

1 . 6

3 . 8

12. The students' eyes are not focused on_ materials or when they
are, they do not appear to be paying attention to them, or they
are looking away from materials and/or teacher.

Comments:

13. The teacher communicates to the students in a flat tone, with
little emotion, never smiles and is usually some physical-dis-
tance from the students.

Comments:

14. The teacher's academic requirements are made-with awareness of-
student's responsiveness to demands, but the teacher permits no
evasiveness or avoidance of tasks.

Comments:

1 . 8

2 . 9

15. The students work at fixed seating positions, requiring permis-
sion for access to equipment and the teacher; they work in rela-
tive isolation from each other and rarely. smile.

Comments:

14. The students have an active, intense look and keep their eyes
focused on materials, and their bodies in an alert posture.

Comments:

(1 09) 119



I..
InstruMent 4 CONMUNITY.CHARACTERISTICS

Supervising Teacher: Site:

Site Visitor: Date:

This section should be completed by the regional supervisor interviewing someOne
outside of /ST, preferably a parent or official of the community who might be well-
enough informed to provide the necessary answers.

Informant (Name and position in community):

1. Estimated total population of community: 337.4 (range: 93. - 950)

Native group affiliation that is predominant (if any); Eskimo (11);'
Tlingit (4); AthabascAn.(4); Aleut (2); Wm-native (1).

The major,e,mhomic base (or source of employment) for the community:

2 Tourism 18 Fishing '0 --Mining

4 Forestry 9 Hunting Oil'

21 Other (list): TraPID-ing ( 4) School (3 ) , ,Cons t ruc t i ( 3.)

4. What are the functions Of your school in this community? (Check all which
apply)

17 For education of the young only 11 Community Center

4
11 A major part of community life.' 0- Local administration (i.e.,'

courts, community offices, etc.)

8 Other (specify):

5. Who Lgan the-school and who amns it today? (Put B for began, and R for rims)

Ios( OR ) BIA 013(0R) Mission '1B ( 9R) REAA

7E( 15R)Local Districts 5B(.01:1) Other (specify):
.

6. What do yoU consider the major contribution 8i education to the children in
your community?

Education enables them to:

12 /learn how to read and write 5 get a good job

8 assist the community go t college

/

8 learn a skilled trade

6 Other (specify):
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Instrument 5 STUDENT QUESTICNNAIRE.

Supervising Teacher: Site:

Site Visitor: Datel

Student:

*,

Part I.

la

The examiner administers this in an interview with a selected student.

Examiner says:

."I would like to know what you think about when yoil get high and low grades

on tests in sChool. For example,.thereere many reasonS that boye end girls give .

when they get-a. high grade. ,They might Say it wet beCaUse the*rwere good in cliis

or thatthey tried.hard orstheyhed good luck on'the test. _They-might also laayit-

was because the test was easy or because they'had a.good teather or because Of, the

1ST courses."

Then say the following to the student:

"Suppose you take a.test and receive-a high grade. There could be many reasons

why you did so-well. Some of these reasons could be: your ability,.your effort,

.

good_luck, the test was easy, yqp-were prepared for the test, you were intereAted

in the subjeot and to on. Some of these reasons may or maynot have been iipOrtant-

to you. Look at this list. (The student is handed a copy' of the-list frail the

tollowing page.) If you think any of these things was really important,call. it'a

"5" for very important. :If it was important, but noi the major reasOn.why you

think you did 4ell, call it a "4". If it had hardly anything tb do witt(how Well

yOu did call it a "3". It it had almost nothing to, do withiyour grade, call it a

,"2", and if-it.definitely had nothing at all to do with your grade, car it a "1".

Rehearse the rating scale with the student until you are sure he/she understands

the different reasons and how tb assign numerical ratings to them. The, with ihe

student rating sheet in front of the student, Teed each of the reasons, ask the

stUdent to assign a number, and then query their understanding of-ihe meaning of

each reason and the number for.the rating.

Rating #1 (High Gude)

For the first rating, read the following Tiestion to theitudent:

"When you receive a high grade on a

these?

test, usually,how important is each of

Read the reasons and not the number for each-that the student answers. Also note

any comments you think are pertinentk,to the student's responses.

Rating (Low Grade)

Repeat the procedure used with 'the first rating after reading the following-,N.

question:

"When you receive a low grade on a test, usually,how important is each of

these?"

12.1



1 - Nothing to dwith MY receiving the grade.

- Almost nothing to do with my receiving the grade.

3 - Some importance in my receiving the grade.

- Important in my receiving the grade.

Very impOrtant in my receiving'the grade.

Reasons Rating #1 Rating 42

1. My ability

2. my effort

3. Good luck

4.0 - 2. 8

4.0 3.4

2.4 2.1

4. The level of difficulty of the test. 3.6 3.5

5. My preparedness to take the test. 3.9 3.3

6. My interest in the subject. 3.7 3.3

7. My teacher's wishes. 3.1 2.3

8. My parent's wishes. 3 :7 2 . 4

9.- /ST projects 3 . 5 2 . 6

10. /ST Workbook material 3 . 8 2 . 8

11. /ST Computer exercises . 4. 0 2 . 9

12. /ST Audio tapes 3 . 2 . 5

13. /ST Outside readings 3 . 2 3 . 0



1. Whit 4o you like most about school?

Non-academic subjects. Particularly Phys. Ed. and Shop,

Sports,and Social Activities.

2. What do you like least about school?

English, Math, Sci'ence, .History,and Homework

3. Why shouldyou do-what'your teacher.wants you to do in school?

Because he or she:

13 A. is smart and I can learn a lot.

7 b. is nice an4 I like to do things for him (her).

19 c. is the teacher.

8 d. is nide to me if I try hard and am smart.

1 e punishes me if / don't try hird and am not smart.

. What do you consider to be the best reason for going,to school and obtaining

an education?

29 a. To be able to et a job.

4 b. To be able those things my community needs me for.

12 c. To be able to g to college.

0 d. It has no value me.

3 e. Other (specify):

5. When I approach a new assig ent in school, I:

15 a. expect to do it w 11 and get a high grade.

31 b. try to 4p it well but do not always get a.high grade.

1 c. do not try especia ly'hard because I do not get good grades often.

1 d. Ao not expect to d well and expect to get a low grade.



Instrument 6 STUDENT COURSE EVALUATION

Supervising Teacher: Site:

_Site VisitOr: Date:

Student:

This is to be administeredjto the Child as an interview by the regional super-

visor or supervising teaCher.

'Fill in.reiponse to item 1,'then check the appropriate choice for items.2

through 9.

1. IST course(a) student is taking: ALASKA HISTORY

2. When I am doing my IST courses, I:
(8. Students)

3 a.. almost always understand, what needs . to be dons, and.canyoek)

myself.

b. sometimes do not understand what needs to be done and need my

teacher's help.

d. usually do not know what to do and ask for the teacher's help.

O d. never can figure out what to do and wait for the teacher to

show me:

3. When I am working on IET exercises:

5 a. I finish the lesson and work at my own speed.

O b. I finish the lesson but have to hurry.

O . c. I work at my own'speed but usually do not finish the lesson.

d. I usually hurry, but still do'not alwayS finish.

4. Computer exercises- in the IST courses are:

4 a. verY interesting . 0 d. not interesting

4 - b. somewhat interesting 0 e. not at all interesting, boting

O c. a'little interesting

5. AudiO.tape programs in the IST courses arS:

a. very interesting 1

3 b. somewhat interesting 2

1 c. a little interesting

d. hot interesting

. not at all interesting, boring



6. Reading and written work in the IST courses are:

0 a. very interesting 0 d. not interesting

4 b. _somewhat interesting 0 e. not at all interesting, boring

4 c. a little interesting

7. I think the IST courses that I do are:

0 a. too easy d. a little too hard

2 b. easy but not too easy 0 e. very difficult

5 c. just about right

8. IE I had my choice about how I would like to learn in sch o , I would prefer
to learn Ifrom (check no more than 3):

. computer exercises 2 e. television programs about school
subjects

2 . my teacher 3 f. my classmates

2 c. textbooks

'd. films

..projects

h. audio tqes

workbooks and worksheets

9. Which components of the IST course(s) that you are..taking do you like or
not like? (If the child specifies a component of a particular course, Put
the letter of the course instead of an x on the line to indicate this:

H=Alaska History, E=English, R=Reading, M=Math).

Components .bo not like Like a little :Like very, much

Computer exercises 0 '1 7

Published texts 0 , 8 0
15T workbook materials 1 4 2
Outside readings 1' 3 4
Audio tapes' 2 2 4
Projects 3 2 3

Unit tests 2 5 0

For those highly liked or disliked,ask the Stddent to explain their rating.

(115) .
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Instrument 6 STUDENT COURSE EVALUATION

Supervising Teacher: Site:

Site Visitor: Date:

Student:

This is to be adMinistered.to the child as an interview.by the regional super-

vitor or supervising ttacher. .

.
.

Fill in response to item 1, then check the'appropriate choice for items 2

through 9.

1. IST course(s) student is taking: ENGLISH .

(8 Students )
2. When I am doing my IST courses, I:

2 a. almost alWays understand what needs to' be dont, and can work by

myself. ,

a

b. tometimes do not Underttand what needs to-be- done and need my

teacher's help.
. .

. .

c. usually do not'iknow what to do and ttk for the teacher's help.

0 d. never can figure out what to do and wait for the teacher to

show me.

3. When I am workingon IST exercises:

3 a. I finish the lesson and work at my own speed.

2 b. I finish the lesson but have to hurry.

0 c. I work at my own speed but usually do not finish the lesson.

. 0 d. I usually hurry, but still do not always finish.

4. Computer exercises in the IST courses are:

3 a. very interesting 0 d. not interesting

4 b. somewhat interesting 0 e. not at all interesting, boring

1 c: a little interesting

5. Audio tape programs in the IST courses

I a. very interestinR

2 b. somewhat interesting'

2 c. little interesting

2

are:

d. not interesting

not at all interesting°; boring



6. Reading and Written wOrk in the IST'courses are:

2 a." very interesting d, not Enter4sting

1 b. somewhat interesting 1 e. dot at all interesting, boring

c. a little interesting

7. I-think the IST courses that I do are:

0 a. too easy

eaSy but not too easy

just abOut-right.

choice about how I would
(check no more than

. a.little too hard

very difficult

learn in school, I would prefer

2 .b. 0 ' e.

6 c.

*----rrr-

..

17ike to

3):
8. If I had my

to learn from

8 a. computer exercises 4 e. television programs about school

subjects

2 b. my teacher . my classmates

1 C. textbooks 1 g.. Projects

3 . films h.

i.

audio tapes

workbooks and worksheets

9. Which components of the IST course(s) that you are taking do you like or

not like? (If the child specifies a component.of a particular course, put

the letter of the course instead of an x on the line to indicate this:

i.e., H=Alaska History, E=Englishi, R=Reading, M=Math).

Components. Do not like Like a little Like very much

Computer exercises 0 2 4'

Published texts 0 3 2

1ST. workbook materials 1 2 3

Outside readings 0 3 2

Audio tapes 2 3 1 -

Projects 0 ' 2 2

Unit tests 0 2 2

For those highly liked or disliked,ask the student to explain their rating.,



. insrument 6

Supervising Teacher: Site:

Site VIsitor: Date:

Student:

STUDENT COURSE EVALUATION

This is to be administered to the child as an interview by the regional super
visor or supervising teacher.

Fill in response to item 1, then check the appropriate choice for items 2
through 9.

1. IST course(s) student is taking: DEVELOPMENTAL READING
(26 'Students)

2. When I am doing my IST courses, I:

14 a. alMost always understand what needs'to be done, And-can work,by
myself.'

12 b. sometimes do not understand what needs tO be done and need my
teacher's help.

0 c. usually do not know what to do and ask for the teacher's help.

d. never can figure out what to do and wait for the teacher.to
show me.

3. When I am working on IST exercises:

22 a. I finish the lesson and work at my own speed. .

1 b. I finish the lesson but have to hurry'.

1 c. I work at my own speed'but usually do-mit finish the lesson.

d. I usually hurry, but still do not always-finish.

4. Computer exercises in the 1ST coursee are:

12 a. very interesting 0, d. not interesting

12 b. somewhat interesting 0 e. not at all interesting, boring

2 c. a little interesting

5. Audio tape programs in the IST courses are:

5 a. very interesting

11 . somewhat interesting

6 c. a little interesting

1

(118)

d. not interesting-

3 e.. not, at all interesting, boring ,



6. Reading and written work in the IST courses are:

4 a. very interesting

14 b. somewhat interesting.

7 C. a little interesting

I think the IST courses that I do are:

0 d. not interesting

0 a. too easy 0

e. not at all interesting, boring

. a little too hard

2 b. easy but not too easy 0 e. very difficult

24 c. just about right

8. If I had my choice about how I would like to learn in school, I would prefer
to learn from (check no more than 3):

17 a. computer exercises 7 e. television programs about school
subjects .

9 b. my teacher 3 f . my classmates

c. textbooks 7 g. projects

*d. films 3 h. audio tapes

12 i. workbooks and worksheets

9. Which components of the IST course(s) that you are taking do you' like 'or

not like? (If the child specifies a component of a particular course, put
the letter of the course instead of an x cm the line to indicate this:
i.e., H=Alaska History, E=English, R=Reading, 14=Viath).

Components Do not like Like a little Like very' much

Computer exercises 0 7 19
Published texts 1 20 4

IST workbook materials 1 17 7

.Outside readings 1 4 8

Audio tapes 3 13 10
Projects 4 7 4

Unit tests 5 13" 6

For-those highly liked or disliked,ask the'student to explain their 'rating.



Instrument 6 STUDENT COURSE EVALUATION

Supervising Teacher: Site:

Site Visitor: Date:

Student:

This is to be administered to the child as an interview by the regional super--
, visor or supervising teacher.

Fill ,in response to "item 1, then check the appropriate choice for items 2

through 9.

1. IST course(s) student is taking GENERAL MATH

2. When I am doing my IST courses, I:

14 a. almost always understand what needs to be_done., and can work by:
myself.

(24 Students)

10 b. sometimes dO not undetstand what needs to be doneand need my
teacher's help.

0 c. usually,do not know what to dO and ask for the teacher's help..

0 d. never can figure out what to do and wait for the teacher to
show me.

3. When I am working on IST exercises:

20 a. I.finish the lesson and work at my'own speed.

1 b. I finish the lesson. but have to hurry..

A 0 C. I work at my own speed but Usually do not finish the lesson.

1 d. I Usually 'hurry, but still do not always finish.

4. Computer exercises in.the IST courses are:

8 a. very interesting 0 d. not interesting

14 b. somewhat interesting 0 e. not at all interesting, boring-

2 c. a little'interesting

5. Audio tape programs in the IST courses are:

2 a. very interesting 1

7 b. somewhat interesting 7

7 c. a little interesting

el, not interesting

e. not at all interesting, boring.

(120)



Ileading anA written work- in the IST courses arei

4 a. very interesting nl

9 b. -somewhat interesting

8 c. a little intereeting.

7. I think the 1ST courses that-I do are:

cr. not interesting

e. mot at all interestAng, boring

2 a. too easy -2 d. "a little too hard

6 6. easy but not too easy 0 e. very. difficult

14 c. just about right

.

8. If I. had my choice about how I would like to learn in school, I would prefer
to learn from (check no more than 3):

21 a. computer eicercises 4

10 b. my teacher 4 f.

8 c. textbooks

5 'd. films 2 h. audio tapes

television programs about school
subjects
my classmates

5 g. projects

, 11 i. workbooks and worksheets

9. Which components of the IST course(s).that you are taking do you like or
not like? (If the child specifies a component of a particular course, put
the letter of the course instead of an x on the line to indicate this:
i.e., H=Alaska History, E=English, R=Reading, M=Math).

Components Do not like Like a little. Like very much

Computer exercises 0 -8 16
.Published texts 3 16 4
IST workbook materials 4 13 5'

Outside readings 2 1 2

Audio tapes 12 8 4
5. 9 6.Projects

Unit tests -0 12 8

F.,ox_thos-ehighly liked or disliked,ask the student to explain their rating.



Instrument 7 STUDENT INFORMATION

Supervising Teacher: Site:

Site Visitor: Date:

Student: Grades

This form should be filled in based 'on information provided by the teacher'. It

need not be in an interview necessarily. Use the most convenient method to

obtain the information.

1. Date of birth:

2. Parent's occupation: Fathers: Primarily fishing; Mothers: pri-
marily secretarial/clerk/aide positions.

3. Native group affiliation: Eskimo (22) : Aleut (6); Tlingit (4) ;
Athabascan '(4); -Non-native (2).

4. This child is (circle appropriate letter): a. Only child (3 )
(10)

b. Oldest ot two or more siblings./'

c. A middle child with two or
more siblings. (23)

Youngest of two or more sib-,

lings. (10)

5. Does this student qualify for special programs according to P.L. 84-142 or

state laws? ,

4 Yes 36 No

6. Number of days absent last year: 11.4 (r ange: 0 - 40)

7. Date student began IST program this year:

8. Student's major interests ,(list all if known):

School Outside of School

a. Phys.Ed./Basketball a. Social izing

-b Mathematics

c.Reading .

b., Hunting

c. Skiing/Dog Mushing

0



9. Studnt's educational vocational goals in your opinion (check one Or two):.

12 Will probably remain fin. the village.

10 Will most likely go to college.

12 Will most likely seek work outside the iAllage.'

20 Will most likely obtain specialized training.

7 Will most likely obtain unskilled work.

6 Will most likely retain and use the traditional skills

fiShing, trapping).

10. To the best of your knbwledge, when this student takes a test,

6 Very worried and apprehensive.

25 Moderately worried and apprehensive.

16 Not at all worried or apprehensive.

11. Does this student exhibit increased effort. when presented with

new information?

8 Yes, high effort 12 \ No, low effort

(hunting,

he/she appears:

new ideas Or ,

_-_2_6 Yes, medium effort 1 NO never putorth effort
ilf

12. When challenged or ptesented with new information, doei this Student persist?
.

10 Yes, if challenged will continue on task.

30 Sometimes, if challenged will Continue working on task.

7 No, if challenged will probably not continue 'working'on task.

13..Does this student require continuous monitoring ancidirection or does he/she

work independently? 4

13 Yes, works well with minimal direction.

15 Yes, works will idth moderate'direction.

16 No, needs considerable monitoring and directiop.

3 No, will not Work in class unless continually ionitored And

14, Does this student 'Usually abide by' school or class.rules7.

'1]. Yes, always

27 Yes, usually

8 No, frequently does not abide by

1 MO, never

directed.

rules.



15. Does this student generally complete required work on time?

5 Yes, always. 9 No sometinies not

29 yes, most of the time. 4 No, never or usually does not.

16. From what mode(s) of instruction does this student geem to prefer to learn?.
(Check one ot more)

36 Computer assisted instruction 15 Textbooks

14 Teacher in lecture or discussion 9 .Projects

23 Workbooks or worksheets: _ja_ Classmates

18 Television and films _ja_ Audio tapes

0 Other (specify):

17. Is this student able to use the Apple II Computer independently?

23 Yes, without direction 5 No, usually requiresditection.

19 Yes, with minim 1 direction 0 No, requires continuous direction

18., How would you rate your opinion of this student's academic abilAy?

3 Superior 16 Above Average 21 Average

6 Below Average 1 Considerably Below Average

19. How are this student's study habits, in your opinion?

1 Superior

14 Below Average

Above Average 17 Average

7 Considerably Below Average

20: Rank order the following six IST comPonenti. Assign a rank of 1 to the
activity you think this student likes the mOst about IST and a rank of
6 to the lest.liked activity.

Audio Tapes

1

Published textbooks

Computer exercises

5

2

Projects

Outside readings

IST workbook materials



Instrument TEACHER'S OPINIONS ABOUT IST

Supervising Teacher: Site:

Site Visitor: bate:

Give this'form directly to the teacher to fill out. It shouldirake only 10 or

15 minutes.

Part I

1. In your own words what do you tee as the educational goals for your students?

Which of the following Activities produces greatest interest in your students

who are participating in IST? (Put 1 for the one.that is the most interesting(

2 for the next, 3 for the least interesting.)

1 Computer exercises 2 Reading assignments

Textbooks Supplementary activities

Projects Audio'tapes

3. Which of the following IST components do you think is most compatible.with

your style of teaching? (Put 1 for the most compatible, 2 for the next, 3

for the least interesting.)

1 Computer exercises

Textbooks

-

:Reading assignments
,

Supplementary activities.

Projects 3 Audio tapes

4. Do you often do.things with students outside ofClass?

4 4,16, never 15 Yes, with many of my students

12 Yes, with a fewstudents 4 Yes, with all of my studen4

In your teaching, what importance do you attach tothe following: '(Respond

using the following scale: 1=very important, 2=moderately important,

3=not important.)

1 4 Expecting good performance from Students.

1.4 Being understanding

Being friendly

Being strict



Mark'an "x" next.to the following classroom activitiea that work best with

your students most of the time, and mark an "o" next to the ones that do

not usually work well,

14x (21o) Lecture 29( 60) Small group instruction

27x( 40) Instructional media .34x( Zo) Individualized instruction

28x ( 6o) Learning by imitation

7. If your students are taking more than one--IST course, indicate which of the

four seem.most acceptable td4hem with an "x" and least acceptable with an

9x ( I o) Alaska History 7x( 80) Reading

9x ( 2o ) English Sx(110) Mathematict

Part II

Teachers VieWs on IST courses

1. In terms of the amount of work hpr a teacher to prepare, train, coordinate,

and keep records, IST is

0

-11

20

o.

.too much work for a teacher to do.

more work than a traditional program.

less wOrk than a traditional program.

not worth the bother.

2. In terms of the amount of training required to operate IST:

19

17

too much is required to operate IST.

reasonable but demanding amount of training is required.

the amount of training is easily accomplished.

0 the amount of training is so basic that it is not worthwhile.

3. /f you were able to eliminate components from IST courses, indicate the

order with which you would eliminate each of the.following from the course(s
you are using (I=first to go, 2=neXt, and so on):

English Alaska
History

Math Reading

a) Computer exercises 6 6 5 6

b) Publ%shed texts 4 5 .6 5

c) IST Workbook materials 5 4 4 4'

d) Outside readings 3 3 2 1 -

e) Audio tapes -a_ 1 3

f) Computer supervisory tapes
_Z.....-

1 -3... --2.-_1



4. In comparing IST courses to traditional courses (or what you used before

IST was available), would you say that for the teacher:

0 IST courses are boo much work.

24 IST courses are a.reasonable amount of work.

11 IST courses.are lesS work than what was available before IST.

5. Would you prefer to use.parts of the IST courses rather'than the whole thing?

14 Yes, I would most like to use (choose up to 3):

0 Audio tapes 14.. In workbook Vexercise

6 Published mat rial 14. Computeriied instruction,

1 Outside readi gs 1 Other.(explain)4

20 .No, I Would prefer tD use the.whole course in an integrated fashion

6. Which portions of. IST do yOu find your students have the most enthUsia0M,

toward? (Check one or more)

10 AUdio tapes

.9 Published material

2 Outside readings

11 /ST.WorkboOk & exercise

34 -Computer instruction

7. what Kind Apf studentS Are in IST in your district? (Check all that apply)

11 Students classified as educationally handicapped or eligible for

special education,

10 Gifted.'students

10 Students with minimal Engliah language &sills.

Typical students in the-district.

10 Others (explain):



S. How dois your schoOl give credit for completion of each-IST course? (Place

an x next to the appropriate reepOnse for each course being used-in Your

school.)

English, History Math Reading

2 2 3 1 When the student completes all lessons and units

in a course, a year's credit is

Ir When more than half of a course is completed, a

year's credit ii given.

Semester's credit for whole course.

0

1

0

3

NO

4 The student,earns fractions of a.semester or
year's credit for each unit completed.

5 2 We never'addressed that problem.

No credit is given.

2, I don't know.

, 8 8 Other (explain):

9. How many weeks were you late in starting up? 6.5 (range: 0 - 23).

10. If there was a.late start-up date in your schOol, what Were the reasons?

(Check.as many ai apply) ,

10 Ordering problems (explain):

1.3 Delivery problems (explain):

12 Malfunctioning equipment

-6 Inadequate training.for you to operate equipment.

9 Other (explain):

11. Which of the following were the most influential in getting the 1ST program

going?

A

26 Your own initiative and perseverance.

11 .The Regional Supeivisor's assistance (explain):.

12 The support from the administrators in the district.

10 The teacher's vides .and instructional materials.

. 10 Other (explain):



In terms of the way IST CoUrses are put together and packaged, what would

you say about'the program?

2c It AS well designed to beused and Managed-in a Classroom likeMine.

'9 It should beichanged as follows:

0

13 pid you volunteer to teach 1ST coufses or were you assigned to do'so by the

achoOl administration?

22 volunteer..

, 12 _Assigned (but would have volunteered)

1 Assigned (would not'haVe volunteered)


